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Abstract
Cooperative communication is a promising technique to improve the efficiency of
wireless communication networks. To mitigate the security issues raised by cooperative communication, trust management is essential to monitor the behaviour of
the entities. In this thesis, the focus is on trust establishment for relay nodes and,
applying the trust values in the cross-layer design of cooperative relaying networks.
Insufficiencies of conventional Bayesian methodology for cooperative communication
is shown. Then, it is modified by incorporating the relay selection policy and wireless
channel conditions among the network nodes. Furthermore, the relay selection in cooperative relaying networks will be the focus where a throughput optimal trust-based
relay selection policy is devised which stabilizes the system for all the arrival rate
vectors in the stability region. In the thesis it is proved that the proposed policy is
optimal through analysis. Finally, the comparison of its performance with four other
sub-optimal policies is provided.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1

Research Overview

Wireless communication has captured a lot of attention over the last few decades
from both academia and industry. Today, a large body of the research done in the
field of communication engineering is dedicated to wireless communications. We can
see a huge advance over a few years, in the theory, methods, algorithms and protocols
proposed for different type of wireless networks such as cellular networks, Ad Hoc
networks, sensor networks, etc. The main result of such effort is to develop new
wireless technologies, new services, new applications and new devices which is of
great importance in communication industry.
The purpose of most of the research in wireless communication is to devise new
approaches to maximize the efficiency of the system from different perspectives. In
other words, the main goal is to get the maximum benefits (e.g., throughput) out of
the system with a limited amount of resources (e.g., bandwidth and power). Cooperative communication is an approach to this end.
Wireless communication networks are traditionally conceptualized as consisting of
a series of point to point communications between communicating entities. For example, in wireless cellular networks the communicating entities are the set of users and
a base station where users individually communicate with the base stations and vice
versa. Another example is Ad Hoc networks in which communication of two wireless
entities is composed of routing of data packets from the source node to the destination
node over some point to point communication links. Cooperative communication architectures deviate from this approach. In wireless cooperative communication, we are
concerned with a wireless network in which users may improve their effective quality
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of service (e.g., achievable rate, bit error rates or outage probability) via cooperation.
In general, in cooperative communication it is assumed that each user transmits
its own data as well as relaying the other user's data. In other words, an entity which
is playing the role of a relay acts cooperatively to help other entities to transmit their
data to the destination. Figure 1.1 [1] represents a basic cooperative system.

Figure 1.1: Cooperative communication [1]
The main attribute of the wireless channel that helps in cooperative communication is the broadcast nature of it. In other words, the broadcasted signal from the
the source node is heard by both the destination and the relay node. Then, the relay
node does some process on the received signal and then broadcasts it to the destination node. The destination node uses the received signal from the source and the
relay node to detect the transmitted symbols from the source. In fact, the cooperative
communication uses the relays as virtual antennas to forward the information of other
nodes. That is why cooperative communication is also known as virtual multiple-input
multiple-output (MIMO) in wireless communication literature [1]. The advantages
of MIMO systems in improving the efficiency and reliability of wireless communication systems have been widely acknowledged in literature and was incorporated in
wireless communication standards e.g., Alamouti signaling. However, because of size,
cost and hardware implementation limitations, it is not feasible to support MIMO on
wireless handsets or wireless sensor nodes. That is the point where virtual MIMO or
cooperative relaying comes into play where relays act as virtual antennas of the source
node. Thus, many advantages of wireless MIMO systems like spatial diversity is also
achievable in cooperative relaying in which case it is called cooperative diversity. In
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summary, cooperative communication involves the following two main concepts [2]:
• Using relay nodes to provide spatial diversity in a fading environment.
• Devising a collaborative scheme where nodes help each other to communicate
by acting as relays.
Note that cooperative relaying not only improves the system from reliability and
efficiency point of view, it can lead to coverage increase of wireless access networks
specially in cellular networks. Cooperative communication is now incorporated in the
IEEE 802.16j standard to increase system coverage and performance through the use
of relay stations located between the users and base station [3].
Although cooperative communication can provide significant performance and
coverage improvements, it may raise some security issues due to the nature of the
system in which the source node has to trust some relay nodes for cooperation. The
security vulnerabilities can be addressed either by prevention-based or detection-based
techniques. In prevention-based techniques, the goal is to employ some prevention
techniques such as authentication, particularly data origin authentication, and integrity protection. In fact, these types of tools are the security mechanisms that act
at the front line of defence against security attacks in cooperative communication networks. Detection-based techniques which are the main focus of this thesis are used
to support the provision-based techniques. In fact, detection-based techniques are
applied to detect the misbehaving relay nodes in cases where provision-based techniques fail. Intrusion or anomaly detection tools are applied at this stage of defence in
communication networks. In summary, detection-based techniques try to identify the
anomalous behaviour of malicious relay nodes and then react properly to those relay
nodes. Trust establishment or trust evaluation techniques are one of the main tools
which are used as a detection-based technique in wireless networks. In fact, trust
establishment is a mechanism that can distinguish the misbehaving relay nodes from
the benign ones. In this mechanism, each relay node is associated with a real value
from the interval [0,1] called trust, representing to what extent it is trustworthy in
cooperation. In general, trust is defined as the probability that the trustee performs
a specific action that trustor expects [4]. In cooperative wireless systems, each relay
node is a trustee which is expected to forward the received packets to the destination
when it is selected for cooperation. Trust management is a scheme to evaluate and
assign a trust value to every entity in the network which enables the trustor (e.g., the
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source) to detect misbehaving nodes. Lots of trust establishment methods (as well
as ours) are based on Bayesian framework which is discussed in Chapter 2 in more
detail.
This thesis is consisting of two major sections: In the first section of the thesis
discussed in Chapter 3, a Bayesian trust management method for wireless cooperative
networks is proposed taking into account both the channel state information as well as
the employed relay selection policy. It is shown that conventional Bayesian methodology is insufficient for the cooperative communication paradigm, as it is biased by
the channel conditions and relay selection decision processes. Therefore, we modify
the conventional Bayesian trust management method by incorporating not only the
relay selection policy but also the dynamic variations of wireless channel conditions
among the source, relays and destination. Simulation results are presented to show
the effectiveness of the proposed scheme.
In the second part of the thesis which is discussed in Chapter 4, we try to employ
the trust associated to each relay node to devise an optimal secure relay selection
policy in multiuser cooperative wireless networks. To this end, a general discrete
time model for such networks is introduced which takes into account the dynamic
variations of the channel state, the stochastic malicious behaviour of relay nodes as
well as stochastic arrival of data packets into the system. We first, demonstrate
that malicious behaviour of the relay nodes causes the stable throughput region of
the system to shrink. Then, we will propose a throughput optimal dynamic relay
selection policy and show that the optimal policy is equivalent to finding the maximum
weighted matching in a weighted bipartite graph at each time slot. We also use
simulations to compare the performance of the proposed policy with four other suboptimal policies in terms of average queue occupancy (or equivalently, queueing delay)
and stable throughput region.

1.2

Research Motivation and Research Objectives

The following problems noticed in cooperative communication systems motivated us
to carry out this research:
• Malicious nodes behaviour in a cooperative wireless network may deteriorate
the security in cooperative communication and cause the cooperation to cease.
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In fact, malicious relay nodes act as a bump in the network and cause intentional
delay in the system.
• Malicious relay nodes are tend to hide their malicious behaviour behind the
inherent variability and uncertainty of wireless channel. Thus, detecting the
malicious relay nodes is not a straightforward task.
• While there exists a rich body of research on the area of trust establishment
in wireless Ad Hoc networks, there is not much work in wireless cooperative
networks.
• The trust establishment method should consider the available information about
the channel states as well as relay selection decisions to determine an unbiased
trust value for relay nodes.
• In most of the relay selection policies considered in literature, the relay nodes
are mostly considered as pure trusted relays who obey the network controller
decisions all the time. This is not the case in a compromised network.
• Although there exists some proposed routing algorithms for Ad Hoc networks
based on the trust values [5], to best of our knowledge, there is no work in
cooperative networks which incorporates the trust values in resource allocation
(e.g. relay assignment) decisions.
In order to address the above problems, we propose an efficient and easy to implement trust establishment scheme in wireless cooperative networks. As mentioned
earlier, the proposed method is based on Bayesian framework and it is applicable to
cooperative systems with any relay selection policy whose decisions are just based
on the available information at the current cooperative time frame. We also propose a relay assignment policy which incorporates the trust values associated to each
relay node. The proposed relay assignment policy is inspired by the well known backpressure algorithm [6]. For the proposed policy we will first prove its optimality in
terms of stable throughput region and then evaluate its performance with some other
sub-optimal policies in terms of throughput region and average queueing delay.
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1.3

Thesis Contributions

As we mentioned before, the thesis contributions are into two directions: Based on
the above objectives, we advance a detection-based security technique in cooperative wireless networks to derive the trust values associated to the relay nodes. The
proposed scheme is based on the Bayesian trust establishment framework. We first,
introduce the proposed method for a cooperative relaying system in which the quality
of the direct link between source and destination is very poor. Then, we will extend
the method for a system in which the destination performs combining on the received
signals from the source and the relay node. We then examine the proposed method
for a system with multiple users as well as multiple relays and by using simulations
we demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed scheme.
We also devised an optimal relay selection policy in a relaying system with malicious relay nodes. We first show how maliciousness of relay nodes can result in
shrinking of the stable throughput region. Then, we propose a throughput optimal
relay selection policy which considers queue lengths, channel state and trust values
associated to the relay nodes. In the model considered in the relay selection problem,
the term trust is a general term which represents the reliability of the relay nodes for
cooperation. Those values may be drawn by using any trust establishment method.
We proved that the proposed policy is throughput optimal and the optimal policy is
equivalent to determination of a maximum matching in a weighted bipartite graph at
each time slot. We also used simulations to compare the performance of the proposed
policy with that of four other sub-optimal relay selection policies in terms of average
queue backlog and stability region.

1.3.1

Published and Submitted Papers

Based on this work, the following papers have been published or submitted:
• R. Changiz, H. Halabian, F.R. Yu, I. Lambadaris and H. Tang, "Trust Management in Wireless Mobile Networks with Cooperative Communications," in
Proc. Sixth IEEE/IFIP International Symposium on Trusted Computing and
Communications (TrustCom'10), HongKong, P.R. China, Dec. 2010.
• R. Changiz, H. Halabian, F.R. Yu, I. Lambadaris, H. Tang and P.C. Mason,
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"Trust Establishment in Cooperative Wireless Networks," in Proc. IEEE Military Communications Conference (Milcom'10), San Jose, CA, USA, Nov. 2010.
• R. Changiz, H. Halabian, F.R. Yu, I. Lambadaris and H. Tang "Trust Management in Wireless Cooperative Relay Networks," submitted to Wireless Communications and Mobile Computing, Jan. 2010.
• R. Changiz, H. Halabian, F.R. Yu, I. Lambadaris and H. Tang "Optimal Secure
Relay Selection in Multiuser Cooperative Relaying Networks," submitted to
ACM/Springer Wireless Networks, Jan. 2010.

1.4

Thesis Organization

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows.
• Chapter 2: In this chapter titled "Background and Related Works", we describe
the research background of this thesis. We introduce the concepts of cooperative
communication and review the fundamental research works in the area of relay
selection in cooperative relaying networks. We discuss about the security issues
in cooperative communication, the concept of trust and trust establishment in
wireless networks. We also review the concept of Bayesian trust establishment
framework as the proposed trust establishment method in this thesis is based
on Bayesian framework.
• Chapter 3: In this chapter titled "Trust Establishment in Wireless Cooperative
Networks", we describe our proposed trust establishment scheme in detail by
presenting the system model, the equations for the proposed method and finally
the simulation results.
• Chapter 4: In this chapter, titled "Optimal Secure Relay Selection in Multiuser
Cooperative Relaying Networks", we present a throughput optimal secure relay
selection policy for multiuser cooperative relaying networks. We will provide
the analysis and the proofs as well as simulation results where we compare
the performance of the proposed policy with some other cooperative and noncooperative policies.
• Chapter 5: This chapter summarizes the conclusions of the thesis and highlights
the next steps for future works.
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Our simulation codes are presented in Appendix A.

Chapter 2

Background and Related Works
In this chapter, the background for this thesis is provided by an overview on cooperative communication in networks, mobile Ad Hoc networks, relay selection and how
the behaviour of the relays can affect it and consequently affect the performance of
the system. Also, security issues related to network employing cooperative communication and how it can severely affect the cooperative communication and degrade the
performance of the system are brought in this section. We will discuss the schemes to
deal with security issues, differentiating between the detection-based and preventionbased techniques and describe the importance of trust management in the system.
Trust and trust management as two main concepts used in detection-based techniques
are reviewed. In this regard, Bayesian framework, a well known methodology which
will be used in the proposed trust establishment in this thesis is studied.
Also we will review the related work in the literature that has been performed and
ideas developed in this area.

2.1

Cooperative Communication

Cooperative communication or cooperative diversity has become popular in communication networks in the recent years. In fact, cooperative communication is now
considered as a promising technique to improve the performance of wireless communication systems in terms of throughput, efficiency, coverage and reliability. Not
only it mitigates the effect of fading, but also fading is viewed positively to provide
diversity gain.
In this type of communication, one or more relay nodes are involved to cooperatively transmit the source information to the destination. It has been shown that
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cooperation can lead to capacity improvements by providing spatial diversity [2,7-9]
and higher efficiency due to spatial multiplexing. The users may increase their quality
of service (QoS) from the physical layer perspective which is measured bit error rate,
block error rate, outage probability, etc., by means of cooperative communication. In
this type of communication, each user will act as an assistant for other users and can
transmit its own data as well. This makes use of the broadcast nature of the wireless medium, as the adjacent nodes may also hear and detect the signals transmitted
by the source. In Figure 1.1, we can see a set of simple cooperative communication
components consisting a source, a relay and a destination. In a cooperative network,
one or more relays who have received the transmitted signal will forward the received
signal to the destination. The destination will combine the signal received from the
relay with the one received directly form the source and detects the transmitted signal. Using relays in cooperative communication eliminates the necessity of having
multiple antennas at each node. The advantages of MIMO systems have been shown
and are widely accepted. Two of the advantages using these systems are performance
improvement of the system in terms of links reliability and increasing spectral efficiency. Using multiple antennas at either one or two side of the transmission link, i.e.,
transmitter and/or receiver have been incorporated in deploying cellular applications,
significantly in base stations.
In contrast, in cooperative communication, spatial diversity can be gained without
the need to deploy multiple antennas in a device. In fact, due to space limitation and
power constraints, deploying multiple antennas in a mobile device is not always an
easy task.
In cooperative communication, the single antenna node will share its own antenna
among other users to mimic the MIMO systems and create a virtual environment similar to that. In this type of system, the user can act as both transmitter and a relay.
Consequently, the spatial diversity is achieved when combining two signals which go
through two independent fading paths. To combat the effect of wireless network
constraints such as channel quality issue and resource limitations, having users share
their resource and cooperate in other users data transmission is a positive approach.
In [10], we can see that spatial diversity in the multi-user system will be correspondingly obtained in cooperative communication by permitting users with diverse fading
paths, cooperate in transmitting each other's data to the destination. Although a
user itself cannot create spatial diversity, exploiting one or more relays to forward the
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overheard version of the signal will cause the chance of transmission failure reduce [1].
Therefore, the goal of cooperative communication is to provide with multiple independently faded signal at the destination, so that it can perform combining on the
received diverse versions of the signal (e.g. Maximum Ratio Combining [11]).
A cooperative system is similar to MIMO in terms of providing diversity gains but
they are different in the following aspects. In the MIMO, there exist multiple antennas
at either one or both of transmitter or receiver which is not the case in cooperative
communication. In the cooperative communication, single antenna nodes perform
the transmission to cooperate with each other. In this environment, the users do
not transmit their data to the destination at the same time since they have to have
another user retransmit the overheard data. An interesting issue which is of great
importance in cooperative communication is relay selection. The relay selection may
be complicated because the behaviour or performance of the relay may change over
time. This topic will be discussed in more detail in section 2.1.2. In the cooperative
communication, nodes can be multi-functional since they can serve as either relay,
source or destination. They have the ability to forward other nodes information as well
as transmitting their own information. As stated in [1], Cooperative communication
leads to a trade-off in transmit power and code rates. Although the user has to
transmit for both users at higher power when it is in cooperative mode compared to
non-cooperative mode, the baseline transmit power of both users will decrease.
The main key idea behind cooperative communication is referred to the well known
work of cover and EL Gamal which explores the information theoretic aspects of the
relay channel [12]. Their capacity analysis was related to a channel consisting of
three nodes, a source, a destination and a relay. In this type of communication the
relays would act as pure relays and do not inject traffic into system. The concept
of wireless fading channel was not considered in their model. As the authors discuss
in [1], many works have a different emphasis on a desire not to consider the relays
exclusively for the purpose of helping the main channel in their proposed protocols.
Also, recent developments are driven by the concept of fading channel. However, since
implementing those protocols employing users as relays is relatively complicated, the
protocols deployed in realistic environments and standards such as IEEE 802.16j will
use relays that only perform the task of relaying [3,13]. For the purpose of employing the users to relay other nodes information, the authors in [14] have proposed a
user cooperation protocol to increase the uplink capacity and decrease the uplink
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outage probability at a given rate. Cooperative communication leads to noticeable
performance gains. These improvement include but are not limited to increasing link
reliability, spectral efficiency, capacity region, and transmission range [15]. In terms
of cooperative diversity, the channel code rate will increase due to an improvement in
spectral efficiency for each user despite the fact that the user has to transmit its own
signal as well as its partners signal. Moreover, as can be implied from the previous
discussions, the baseline transmit power reduction is observed on account of diversity
gain, although more power might be required for each node as it transmits for another user as well. The authors in [1] show that cooperative communication results
in substantial improvement in terms of error rate even while the channel quality of
the two users is not better than the uplink channel. Cooperative communication is a
cost effective solution to combat the effect of shadowing loss and enables users at the
low coverage regions to overcome transmission problems and facilitates providing fair
quality of service to all users [16]. Also, [8] shows that cooperative diversity protocols
result in large power or energy savings.
Some of the main cooperative signalling methods are discussed in [1] which are
going to be reviewed in the following. Data transmission between the source and
destination via a relay can be performed through different modes as Decode and
Forward, Amplify and Forward and Coded Cooperation. There are also, other hybrid
schemes inspired by these main scheme [17]. In the schemes above, relays forward the
received information to the destination. The destination not only does not consider
the received signal from the relay (other path) as a noise or interference, but also it
benefits from it in the way that it combines the received signal coming through the
original direct link from source to destination. The signal combining substantially
can take place in frequency, time or spatial domain [18].
The main cooperative communication modes characteristics can be summarized
as follows.
• Decode and Forward: in this method, the relay decodes the received noisy signal
transmitted by the source as an attempt to correctly detect the source information. It then, re-encodes it and retransmits the message to the destination. It
can be considered the closest method to traditional relaying. Decode and Forward (DF), also known as Detect and Forward, may add some complexity but
has a good performance in low Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) regime. [8,19,20]
incorporate single relays to transmit the signal to the destination while [21-23]
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deal with multiple relays to perform forwarding the signal to the destination at
the same time.
• Amplify and Forward: in this method, relay receives a noisy signal from the
source. It attempts to amplify and retransmits the noisy received signal to the
destination. This scheme is relatively simple but, it has performance degradation in low SNR regimes. That is, the noise is also amplified at the relay.
• Coded Cooperation: in this method, different portions of each users code word
is sent through two independent fading paths. This will incorporate cooperation
into channel coding. In fact, if possible, user transmits incremental redundancy
for its partner, otherwise, the system operates in non-cooperative mode. The
efficiency key of this method is that it works without any feedback between the
users and the code design has made it possible.
Different cooperative diversity protocols have been developed. What makes each
one distinct is the type of processing used at the intermediate nodes responsible
for relaying and different methods of combining employed at the destination node.
Main protocols include, fixed relaying, selection relaying, incremental relaying, and
opportunistic relaying [24]. In fixed relaying, relay forwards the received signal to the
destination regardless of the channel condition between the relay and the destination.
Standard AF or DF communication schemes are examples of methods lying in this
category [8]. In selection relaying, channel state from the relay to the destination
plays a role. If the channel quality is bad, the relay does not forward any signal to the
destination. Incremental relaying exploits limited feedback from the destination node,
e.g., a bit as an indicator of the success or failure of the direct transmission. If the
destination provides a negative acknowledgment via feedback, the relay retransmits
to exploit spatial diversity by combining the signals received from the source and the
relay at the destination [25]. Opportunistic relaying requires the selection of the best
relay node among the several available relays. In a three-node relay channel, best relay
is selected out of all the intermediate relay nodes to be used for data transmission
instead of using all the relays.
Many security concepts used in this thesis has been inspired by the issues in
Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANETs). Thus, a brief review on MANETs is brought
in as follows.
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2.1.1

Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANETs)

A MANET is a network without any infrastructure which is formed temporarily by a
set of wireless mobile nodes. They dynamically establish their own network without
any central administration [26]. Each entity in MANET is free to move independently
in any direction.Therefore, frequent topology changes happen in such networks. A
node in MANET can act as a relay to transmit other nodes' data from one source
to a destination. They can also be a source or destination of data which can inject
data into the system. Based on the distributed nature and lack of centralized administrator or controller, nodes in the MANET have to cooperate with each other
to achieve the main objective of such systems. Accordingly, cooperative communication or diversity arises naturally in Ad Hoc networks. Noticeable power saving
and delay reduction for power savings will take place with inexpensive, simple and
mobile nodes, while it supports decentralized routing and control algorithms [27,28].
MANET imposes constraints on the network architecture in terms of operational
physical layer transmission channel originating from only one transmitter and the
concurrent transmission from multiple transmitters since it can potentially result in
interference, collision, and distortion at the destination which further leads to performance degradation. However, cooperative communication is not affected by these
constraints, and thus, there is a great deal of room for design of network architectures in MANET that integrates cooperation [29]. Authors in [29,30] have proposed
two MANET models using cooperative communication and showed the advantages
of their proposed model in terms of flexibility compared to the standard MANETs.
In one of the models, cooperative transmission is centrally activated and controlled
by cluster access points and all nodes communicate through this access point, which
deal with routing to other clusters using multiple gateway nodes and hence provide
significant cooperative gains compared to the single gateway solution. Links with
better performances results in a better network connectivity when it is compared to
multi-hop solutions. In the second model, a random source conveys extra control
information and link parameters in the message to enable recipients to self-select and
form a random cooperative cluster in a MANET. The nodes in the cluster can rely
on the synchronization data available in the source packet.
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2.1.2

Relay Selection In Wireless Cooperative Relaying Networks

Other than information theoretic studies of cooperative wireless systems (such as the
works in [2,7,8,12,31,32]), there is a large body of research in cooperative communication whose main goal is to devise efficient cooperative relaying protocols. In these
types of works, the main problem is to find optimal resource (for example, power,
channel, relay, etc.) allocation schemes according to an objective function as well
as the constraints on the underlying model. Optimal relay selection is one of such
problems which is of great importance in cooperative wireless networks.
In fact, selection of an appropriate relay node for cooperation affects the performance of the system significantly. Most of the works in this area focus on the physical
layer issues and usually study the bit error rate, capacity and outage behaviour of
the proposed schemes [33-41].
In [33], a concept of selection cooperation is presented and it is demonstrated that
cooperative relay selection outperforms the distributed Space Time Coding (STC)
scheme. Authors in [34] proposed a relay selection strategy which minimizes the
outage probability under a short-term power constraint. The reference [35] studies
diversity order of many single-relay selection schemes and then generalizes the idea
of single relay selection to multiple relay selection. The work [36] studies the relay selection from the game theoretic point of view and proposes a distributed buyer/seller
game which addresses two questions: First, which relay nodes should be included
in cooperation; second, what is the optimal power level. In [42], a distributed relay selection scheme that requires limited network knowledge is proposed which is
based on instantaneous SNRs. In [37], the proposed relay selection policy minimize
the total transmission time of a fixed amount of data. Opportunistic relay selection
scheme was studied in [38,43^45]. In [43], it is shown that opportunistic relay selection scheme achieves significantly better outage behaviour than the conventional allparticipate scheme. In [44] and [45], it is demonstrated that under an aggregate power
constraint, opportunistic relay selection scheme is globally outage-optimal. Authors
in [38] have shown that in a multiple-relay network, the opportunistic relay selection
outperforms any other strategy that involves the conventional all-participate scheme.
They also proposed a decentralized relay selection algorithm, where each relay node
decides to relay or keep silent according to its own instantaneous channel gain and
a predefined threshold. In [40], the proposed relay selection policy uses the available
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partial channel state information (CSI) at the source and relays. The policy selects
an optimal relay which is the one with the maximum instantaneous scaled harmonic
mean function of its source-relay and relay-destination channel gains. In [41], relay
assignment problem in multi-user system was addressed. The proposed assignment
policy is a practical policy for implementing cooperative diversity protocols to extend
the coverage area. In [46-49], stochastic control of wireless cooperative networks is
discussed. In [46], throughput optimal network control policies for single-source single
destination cooperative networks are studied. The optimal policy takes into account
the queue dynamics and it jointly optimizes routing, scheduling and resource allocation in the network. The work in [47] considers relay selection problem in cooperative
networks from the stochastic control point of view. The proposed policy incorporates
adaptive modulation and coding, as well as residual relay energy in the relay selection
process to maximize the network life time. The authors in [47] formulate the relay
selection problem in wireless cooperative networks as a stochastic control problem
in a discounted Markov decision chain. The work in [49] investigates the optimal
resource allocation policy for delay limited cooperative communication networks and
develop dynamic cooperation strategies to achieve a target outage probability. In [48],
the problem of throughput optimal relay selection in multi-user cooperative relaying
access networks was addressed.

2.2

Security Challenges in Cooperative Communication

Cooperative communication leads in significant performance improvements. But,
since the source has to rely on an intermediate node, i.e., relay, security issues are
brought up. Cooperative communication design is based on the assumption that the
relay node always intend to help each other and cooperate effectively when they are
selected to do so. However, this assumption may not hold when a node exists in the
network which might misbehave for selfish or malicious intentions. A misbehaving
node whether it is serving as a relay, source or destination can ruin the performance
of the system. Therefore, security issues in cooperative communication are similar
to the security concerns in other scenarios that also require collaboration among the
entities in the network.
Cooperative communication can work efficiently and correctly based on the good
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behaviour assumption on the network entities. Particularly, it is assumed that they
are willing to obey the policy and perform what they are expected to do. Otherwise,
the misbehaving nodes can severely degrade the efficiency and performance of the
system. For instance, it is possible for malicious nodes to join the network as relay
and relay unwanted or unsolicited messages to the destination and hence degrading
the performance of the system. A relay node which violates the cooperation strategy
with the objective of disrupting communication between source and destination at
the expense of consuming its own power and resources is characterized by having a
malicious behaviour. A malicious node may refuse to forward the received packets
when it is selected for cooperation and asked to forward the message. It may keep
those packets in its queue so that the chance of assigning a channel to it for transmission increases. In many ways, a malicious node can attempt to ruin the performance
of the system by misbehaving operations. In addition, some nodes may act in a selfish
way to maintain their own energy or not to cooperate and make the source transmit
its information through other relay nodes nodes thereby discouraging cooperation.
There should be mechanisms to detect and resolve these issues. Otherwise, cooperative communication may suffer from severe performance degradation and discouraged
cooperation.
While a selfish node is defined as a node who tries to use the network resources
with out cooperating with other nodes or network controller, it will turn out that
selfishness can severely affect the performance of the system. Hence, in this thesis,
we define maliciousness as the act of refusing to cooperate with other entities in the
network including the network controller where in it blocks or drops the received
packet when it is expected to forward the received packet. It can be either due to the
nodes' selfishness or the result of being compromised.
The following properties of cooperative communication causes vulnerability to
attacks resulting in poor and disrupted cooperation of nodes in the network as can
be seen in [26]:
• Possible Free-riders: as mentioned in this section, one of the main assumptions
enabling the cooperative wireless network to work properly is that nodes are
willing to share their resources among other entities in the network. As such,
they have to cooperate with other nodes when they are expected and selected to
do so. But, there is no assurance that assures the cooperation of the entities. In
fact, a node may deliberately refuse to cooperate and relay a node's information.
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In this regard, an incentive may be considered for well-behaved nodes. To
discourage the nodes which do not cooperate, well-behaved nodes can refuse
to cooperate with a node without the assurance stating that the node can be
trusted in terms of reciprocation.
• Absence of Centralized Control: nodes can move from area to area, from network
to network and make relationships which may be short term. It is not feasible
to get the complete knowledge of these relationships in advance. Therefore,
by authentication, only those legitimate nodes must be allowed entering the
network. Also, there should be a mechanism for dynamic monitoring of the
nodes behavior.
• Frequent Topology Changes: possible changes in network topologies makes it
difficult to prevent misbehaviour of relays. All nodes involved in cooperative
relaying networks must be reliable to provide successful transmission between
source and destination. There is no fixed shape of topology to the network and
the topology could change frequently.
• Nature of Wireless Medium: nature of wireless medium causes vulnerability in
the way that it is open to any access. In fact, there is no limitation in physical
access and therefore, all nodes should be authenticated and monitored in various
aspects.
• Resource Constraints: limited power resources and limited orthogonal relaying
channels are two examples of the resource constraints in cooperative wireless
networks. Wasting power and other resources is considered a misbehaviour in
this type of network. In this environment it will not be easy to implement high
complexity securing solutions.
• Scalability: any policy or protocol should be compatible to the inherent dynamic
nature of the incoming relays and should be extensible in the network.
In this thesis, the trust establishment method we propose in Chapter 3 deals with
mitigating the effects of frequently topology changes, absence of centralized control
and resource constraints and distinguishing the selfish nodes.
Thus, it is acknowledged that security is one of the main concerns for the spread
of cooperative communication and its adoption. Security involves the main goals
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of confidentiality, i.e., protecting the information, integrity, i.e., any change in the
information should be done only by authorized entities and authorized mechanisms,
and availability, i.e., information is available and accessible to authorized entities [50].
The attributes of a security concerns related to the above security goals as defined by
the International Telecommunications Union - Telecommunication Standardization
Sector (ITU-T) is given below [50-52]:
• Data Confidentiality: to make sure that the data can not be accessed by unauthorized users or nodes who are not the designated recipients, which could be
generally achieved through cryptography.
• Data Integrity: to assure that the data has not been modified during the transmission process, which could be generally achieved through the use of hash
functions.
• Authentication: to prevent any impersonation of a user or node in a network
and to assist in correcting the identification of an entity.
• Non-repudiation: to make sure entities admit the ownership of their messages
which be performed by verifying that the messages were sent with the node's
credentials, which could be usually achieved through public key cryptography.
• Access Control: to provide protection against unauthorized access to data and
to ensure that legitimate entities access the network.
Different security mechanisms have been established in the literature. Some of them
are capable of performing counter malicious attacks to discourage the malicious or
misbehavior. Usually, these mechanisms can be classified as the following categories
based upon their application mode. Preventive and reactive mechanisms, or as prevention-based and detection-based techniques are two types of classification of these
mechanisms defined on the basis of their timing approach and the specific area of
their targeted application. In the following, a brief description of each mechanism is
provided.
The proposed method in Chapter 3 enables the system to distinguish the malicious
nodes where apparently they pass all the properties above but still may become
a compromised or selfish node by disobeying the routing rules. This will further
deteriorate the performance of the system in terms of wasting the resources causing
noticeable delays.
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• Preventive Mechanism: the goal is to employ some prevention techniques such
as authentication, particularly data origin authentication, and integrity protection by encryption. In fact, these types of tools are the security mechanisms
that act at the front line of defense against security attacks in cooperative communication networks.
• Reactive Mechanism: this operates as the front line of defense against security
attacks and misbehavior that had bypassed the initial preventive mechanism.
• Prevention: It is the front line defense and works to avoid any attacks or unauthorized actions by malicious or adversarial nodes.
• Detection: to ensure that any adversarial, or misbehaving node that had entered
the network can be traced and separated from the network.

2.3

The Concept of Trust and Trust Management

In various areas of science different definitions for trust has been appeared. For
our purposes, trust level can be defined as the degree of belief about the behaviour of
another entity [53]. The trust level associated with an entity may be interpreted in two
different ways. Trust refers to subjective aspect of the trust level while trustworthiness
refers to the objective aspect of the trust level. In general, trust is the probability
of the event that an entity behaves as expected. As stated in [54], if the trustor
ignores the gap between trustworthiness and trust, there will be a miscalculation of
the involved risk. By misplacing trust, either the trustor looses the opportunity to
cooperate with the trustees or the risk of deceit increases. Thus, we should minimize
the difference between the calculated trust and the trustworthiness.
Trust management is the process of collecting the information necessary to establish a trust value and dynamically monitoring and adjusting the existing trust value.
By using trust management, we can detect and decrease nodes' selfish or malicious
misbehavior, e.g., dropping or refusing to forward packets for other nodes to save
its battery power while still requiring other nodes' services. Few trust management
surveys exist in the literature, such as [54,55]. [55] elaborates on various trust management methodologies as an action which can help minimize risk and assure the
activity of benign entities in distributed systems. In [54], a research on trust management in Mobile Ad Hoc Networks MANETs) has been discussed. As it indicates,
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trust in MANETs has the following properties of subjectivity, dynamicity, asymmetry,
incomplete transitivity and context dependency. Since Wireless cooperative networks
have similar characteristics, the assumptions are also valid for wireless cooperative
networks.
• Dynamicity: trust establishment in cooperative wireless relaying networks has
to be based upon temporally and spatially local information
• Subjectivity: a trustor entity may derive a different level of trust against one
particular node over time due to various experiences with the node as the topology changes.
• Incomplete Transitivity: trust is not necessarily transitive [56]. For instance, if
A trusts B, and B trusts C, there is no assurance that A trusts C. This is the
case for more than two hop relaying networks or multi-user systems.
• Asymmetry: trust is asymmetric, not necessarily reciprocal. For instance, node
A trust B but, node B does not trust A.
• Context Dependency: trust is context-dependent, for example node A may trust
B in one regard but not another one. Based upon the application, different
types of trust should be considered, e.g., trust in computational power, trust in
forwarding or trust in reporting.
For our purpose in cooperative wireless mobile relaying networks, we expect a
relay node to forward the received packet to destination whenever it is selected to do
so and the link between relay and destination has an acceptable quality of channel.
Similarly, in the systems with combining at the destination, if the combined SNR is
greater than a threshold and the relay has been selected to forward the received packet,
it is expected to do so. Note that the destination does not receive the information
correctly if the combined SNR is less than a threshold while using maximum ratio
combining at the destination [11]. Having defined the network expectation from a
relay, henceforth, we use trust and trustworthiness interchangeably, and we will refer
to such misbehaving relay nodes as malicious nodes. Misbehaviour of malicious relays
may deteriorate the performance of the system severely. This motivates us to look
for a mechanism which can distinguish the misbehaving relay nodes from the benign
ones.
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To this end, each relay node is associated with a real value from the interval [0,1]
which is called trust representing to what extent it is trustworthy. In general, trust
is defined as the probability that the trustee performs a specific action expected of
it [4]. In cooperative wireless systems, each relay node is a trustee which is expected
to forward the received packet to the destination when it is selected for cooperation.
Trust establishment is a scheme to evaluate and assign a trust value to every entity in
the network which enables the trustor (e.g., the source) to detect misbehaving nodes.
A few studies have been conducted on security issues about security issues in
cooperative communication which most of them are dealing with detection based
techniques. [57,58] propose a detechon-based technique which traces the adversarial
nodes who transmit unsolicited messages to the destination by using adaptive signal
detection at the physical layer while employing pseudorandom tracing symbols in the
application layer level. In [59], the authors propose a scheme for cooperative jamming
to assure the security of the communication using an untrusted relay in which the
destination or another node jams the relay and uses the jamming message signal as
the side information. In [60], the authors consider information-theoretically secure
communication between two special nodes and establish a cooperative secrecy set-up.
In [61], a noise-forwarding strategy is established enforcing the relays to act as trusted
third parties by sending codewords independent of the message sent by the source
for the purpose of confusing the eavesdropper. An approach to detect selfishness and
enforce distributed cooperation based on monitoring neighbors to identify a misbehaving node that does not cooperate during data transmission is proposed in [62].
In [63] and [64], an additional punishment mechanism to isolate the misbehaving and
non-cooperating nodes has been proposed. In [65], the authors propose a security system developing a trust model, assigning credentials to nodes, updating private keys,
managing each node's trust value, and making appropriate decisions about nodes'
access rights. [66] combines AF, DF, and cooperative jamming and the preceding
outlined concepts above to propose a security scheme. [67] proposes two new security
schemes in the media access control layer to address the security concerns arising in
cooperative communication with emphasis on IEEE 802.11 architecture. A statistical
detection technique is proposed in [68] to mitigate malicious behavior by having the
destination examine the relay's signal before to applying diversity combining with the
direct signal from the source.
A large body of research has focused on trust establishment in MANETs [5,69-72].
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In [69], the authors propose a trust establishment method with high adaptability for
MANETs based on game theory. Authors in [70] elaborate upon issues related to trust
and introduce a context-aware reputation based method of trust establishment. In
[71], a secure authentication approach for multicast MANETs is proposed, employing
a Markov chain trust model to determine the trust value for each one-hop neighbour.
Bayesian methodology is a well known approach for trust establishment [73,74].
It is widely used for evaluating the nodes' trust in wireless networks specifically
in [5,72,75]. In Bayesian methodology, under the assumption that every transmission
is independent of previous transmissions, trust values are derived and follow a Beta
distribution. Parameters of Beta distribution are obtained by performing repeated
observations. In [72], Bayesian methodology is used to compute a trust value and a
distributed reputation system is constructed. The objective in [5] is to achieve a trust
establishment method in order to have reliable data packet delivery. The approach
is based on Bayesian methodology using trust and confidence that are computed to
construct a reputation model. In [75], the authors design a trust-assisted cooperative
transmission scheme. The trust model they employed is based on Bayesian methodology similar to the work in [5]. In their approach, maliciousness and unreliability
of channels are taken into consideration simultaneously for signal combining at the
destination.
In the next chapter, we design a trust establishment scheme that takes into account
the relay selection policy and channel condition information in the trust computation.
This trust establishment method can be applied to any system with a general relay
selection policy whose decisions in each cooperative transmission are independent
of the previous ones. The framework which is further used in the proposed trust
establishment is Bayesian methodology which is reviewed in the next section in detail.

2.3.1

Bayesian Methodology

The Bayesian methodology is an approach that is well-suited for stochastic problems
of the type we wish to address. The following is review of this methodology along
with an example of its application. In section 3.3, we will demonstrate that this
methodology needs to be extended to be applied effectively to our security model.
Consider a single node A acting as a relay node in a network. Node A receives data
packets and then forwards them to a downstream receiver. If node A behaves maliciously, it discards some of the received packets from its queue and does not forward
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them. If we model the maliciousness by a Bernoulli random variable with parameter
q, A discards a packet with probability q independent of other transmissions. To
such a node, a trust value T from the interval [0,1] is associated which is an estimate of the parameter q = 1 — q, i.e., the unknown parameter to the trustor. In
fact, the trustor summarizes its belief about q in a probability distribution assuming
that q follows a prior distribution. It then updates this distribution by performing
iterative observations on the system, i.e., counting the number of packets entering
node A and the number of forwarded packets by A. At the beginning, when there is
no observation data about the system available, the trustor assumes that q follows a
uniform distribution (the prior distribution at t = 0). Each time the trustor makes an
observation, say at iteration t, t G N, it can derive the posterior distribution of q at
that time based on the prior distribution of q at t — 1 and the current observation at
iteration t. It then, uses the obtained posterior distribution as the prior distribution
at iteration t + 1 and this procedure continues. The expected value of q with respect
to the obtained posterior distribution after observation t is called the trust value at
t i m e t [5,72-74].
Suppose that we observe the system iteratively and during each iteration t we
observe k(t) packets received by A and £(t) packets transmitted successfully by A.
Also, assume that the trustor can summarize its belief about the random variable q
in a prior distribution / t _i(g). Let L(t) denote the random variable corresponding to
number of packets transmitted successfully by A. Having k(t), £{t) and /t_i(<?), the
trustor can derive the posterior distribution of random variable q via Bayes' rule as
follows.
f ($) =

P(L(t) = e(t)\q,K(t) = Ht))ft-i(g)
SiP(L(t) = £(t) I q, K(t) = kitM^q)

(2 n

dq

Note that, P(L(t) = £(t) \ q,K(t) = k(t)) follows a binomial distribution, i.e.,
P(L(t) = £(t) | q, K(t) = k(t)) = QW)$«V<W).

(2.2)

As Binomial distribution and Beta distribution are a conjugate pair, one can easily
derive the distribution function of q as follows. At the beginning (iteration 0), we
have no information about distribution of q. Therefore, we assume that q follows a
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uniform distribution
f0(q) = U(0,l) = Beta(ltl),

(2.3)

where
Beta(a,/3) =

*
Jo

9

(2.4)

q^'Vq^-Vdq

It can be easily shown that if ft-i(q) = Beta(a(t — 1), /3(t — 1)), given If (£) = k(t)
and L(t) = £(t), we have
/ t (£) = Beta(a(t - 1) + *(t), /3(t - 1) + k(t) - £(t)),
In other words, ft(q) follows a Beta(a(t),/3(t))
a(t) = a(t-l)

+ £(t),a(0) = l,

t > 1.

(2.5)

distribution with the parameters

/3(t) = /5(t - 1) + k(t) - £(t),P(0) = 1

(2.6)

Note that equations (2.3) and (2.5) construct a recursive formula by which we can
easily update the prior distribution function ft(q) without any need to calculate (2.1)
from scratch.
Based on the previous discussion, after the t-th iteration, trust value would be the
expected value of q with respect to the distribution function ft(q), i.e.,

It is worth mentioning that more than one stream of data may be passed through
node A from different upstream traffic sources. Therefore, each of these upstream
sources may observe different observation about the malicious behavior of A. In such
case, a weighted sum of other users opinion about the trust value of A can be an
estimate of A's trust value. It is also possible that in a multi-user system, a relay
behaves differently with regard to different streams originating from different users.
In this case, one possible approach is to derive a trust value for every pair of user and
relay. One of our experiments in section 4.3 clarifies this issue in a multi-user system.
In this section we just talked about one stream of data passing through node A.
The Bayesian framework described above is a general framework to estimate or
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derive a distribution of the unknown parameter of a process by using observations
[73,74]. In fact, if we can model a process in a system with a Bernoulli process
(independent successes and failures) with unknown probability of success or failure,
Bayesian methodology can be used to obtain an estimate of the unknown probability
as the mean of the Beta distribution function.

2.4

Summary

In this chapter, the background knowledge and related work of this thesis was presented by looking at the fundamentals of cooperative communication, cooperative
relaying and relay selection, security issues in cooperative communication, trust and
trust management and Bayesian methodology. Due to the inherent nature of the
cooperative networks with the use of any available intermediate nodes as relays, a dynamic relay selection processes trust establishment are required beside authentication
and cryptographic techniques. To this end, relay selection in cooperative wireless relaying networks and Bayesian methodology were described. In the following chapter,
we will see the proposed trust establishment method in detail.

Chapter 3

Trust Establishment in Cooperative Wireless
Networks
3.1

Introduction

In cooperative wireless networks, relay nodes are used to improve the channel capacity of the system. However, the presence of misbehaving relays in the network
may severely deteriorate the performance of the system. For instance, there exists
a possibility that a node refuses to cooperate when it is selected for cooperation or
deliberately drop the received packets. Trust establishment is a mechanism to detect misbehaving nodes in a network. Although authentication and cryptographic
techniques provide promising approaches to make the system secure and provide confidentiality and integrity, there still remains the chance for compromised relay nodes
to take part in the cooperation process and disrupt the transmissions. Another example is the case where a selfish (and not necessarily compromised) relay node refuses to
cooperate or deliberately drop the received packets (for different reasons e.g. power
saving) when it is selected for cooperation. Henceforth, we will refer to such misbehaving relay nodes as malicious nodes. Misbehaviour of malicious relays may degrade
the performance of the system severely. This motivates us to look for a mechanism
which can distinguish the misbehaving relay nodes from the benign ones. To this
end, each relay node is associated with a real value from the interval [0,1] which is
called trust representing to what extent it is trustworthy. In cooperative wireless
relaying systems, each relay node is a trustee with regarding to relaying operation
and is further expected to forward the received packet to the destination when it is
selected for cooperation. Trust establishment is a scheme to evaluate and assign a
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trust value to every entity in the network which enables the trustor (e.g., the source)
to detect misbehaving nodes. In the Bayesian methodology under the assumption
that every transmission is independent of previous transmissions, trust values are derived and follow a Beta distribution. Parameters of Beta distribution are obtained by
performing repeated observations. In this chapter, we propose a trust establishment
method for cooperative wireless relaying networks using Bayesian framework reviewed
in section 2.3.
In contrast with previous schemes, this approach takes channel state information
and the relay selection policy into account to derive a pure trust value for each relay
node. The trust of a given relay node will decrease if and only if it misuses the
opportunity of cooperative transmission or refuse to cooperate when it is selected for
cooperation. The considered model is a two phase cooperation protocol where in the
first phase the source node broadcasts the information to the relay nodes as well as the
destination. In the second phase, one of the relay nodes is selected for cooperation
according to the employed relay selection policy and transmits the information to
the destination. The destination node, then combines the signals received in the the
first and second phases and detects the information from the combined signal. The
proposed method can be applied to any system with a general relay selection policy
whose decisions in each cooperative transmission are independent of the previous ones.
It is worth mentioning that, the method does not impose additional communication
overhead on the system as it uses the available information in the relay selection
procedure. The results of the work in this chapter has been published in [76,77].
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In section 3.2, we will describe the
model used in this chapter. In section 3.3, we will see how using Bayesian methodology
in wireless cooperative networks is insufficient in terms of trust establishment by
two examples. In section 3.3.1, we will introduce the proposed trust establishment
schemes for cooperative relaying networks. Simulation results are brought in section
3.4. Section 3.5 summarizes the conclusions.

3.2

Model Description

The model that we consider consists of a single source node S, a destination node
D, and a set of relay nodes 11 = {ri,r 2 , ...,r#} where \TZ\ = R. The relay nodes are
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pure relay stations and do not inject traffic to the system. All nodes operate in halfduplex mode, i.e., they cannot transmit and receive the information simultaneously.
The transmission paradigm from S to D is a two-phase transmission protocol which
is widely used in cooperative wireless networks such as [8,9,78,79]. In the first phase
of communication, S broadcasts a data packet to all relay nodes using a fixed amount
of power Pa while the relay nodes and destination are listening. In the second phase,
one of the relay nodes which has successfully received the packet will be selected
to forward the packet to D. We call the two phases of transmission of a packet a
transmission frame. The relay nodes work in DF (Decode and Forward) mode. All
transmissions from each relay i use a fixed amount of power P%. All links in the
model are assumed to be slow Rayleigh fading channels with additive white Gaussian
noise (AWGN). Based on the channel quality of the direct link from S to D, we may
consider two cases. In the first case, the channel quality between S and D is poor.
Therefore, destination does not keep the received signal transmitted by source in the
first phase for the purpose of combining. Therefore, if we denote the transmitted
signal from the source in the first phase by X$, received signal at each relay i would
be
Yrt = ^P1Xs

+ Zl,

Vi = l,...,/?

(3.1)

where hs-rt is the Rayleigh channel coefficient, ds-rt is the distance between the
source S and the relay node rt, a is the path loss exponent and Zt denotes the
additive zero mean Gaussian noise at relay i. Similarly, if Xt denotes the transmitted
signal from relay i in the second phase, the received signal at the destination is
YD = h^Xt

+ ZD,

V* = l, ...,£.

(3.2)

dl-D
In the second case, the direct link between S and D has an acceptable quality of
channel. Despite the first case, D always keeps the received signal in the first phase
of transmission to perform combining at the end of second time slot. Other settings
discussed above for the first case of the model are valid for the second case. Note
that, received signal at the destination in the first and second phase of transmission
are the following,
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Figure 3.1: The cooperative communication model.

Yw — — — X s + ZD,

(3.3)

a

S-D

Y2D = ^ - X l
dl-D

+ ZD,

Vi = l,...,R

(3.4)

where hs-D and /i rj -D are fading coefficients of link S — D and rt — D respectively.
ds-D and dn-o represent the distance from S to D and from relay % to D respectively.
The model employs a relay selection policy, which selects an appropriate relay node
based on the available instantaneous channel state information (CSI) of the system.
We will assume that each relay selection is performed independent of the previous
or future relay selections or channel states. Although this assumption seems to be
restrictive, such a class of policies are discussed and have been used in cooperative
communication research [78,79]. In this section, we will use the maximum SNR policy
as the relay selection policy, similar to the approach which is used in [78,79]. Although
we use a specific policy in our analysis and main part of simulations, the results extend
to any policy with the above property, i.e., independence of relay selections from past
and future relay selections. However, in an experiment in the simulations we will show
the result of applying the proposed trust establishment method in a system using a
different policy. In the following, we will describe the employed relay selection policy
in more detail.
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Let us denote the instantaneous SNR of the S—rz,rt — D and S—D links by 7s_ r i ,
~frt-D and "is-D respectively. We assume that the noise power in the transmission
spectrum is W. Based on the previous discussion and assuming, we have the following
equations for instantaneous SNRs.

1S ri

~

=

d%_rW

^~D

=

d«ri_DW ' 7 s - °

=

d%_DW

(3 5)

-

Figure 3.1 shows the communication model used in this chapter consisting of
source S, Destination D and R relay nodes in between.
As mentioned earlier, during the first phase of communication, the source S broadcasts a packet to the relays. Among the relays, those who have SNR greater than a
threshold SNR, 7 ^ , can decode the signal correctly. The value of 7^,. depends on
the acceptable BER for the application running on the network and also the modulation and coding schemes used. For example, for voice and video the acceptable
BER (10~3 - 1(T6) is different than what is needed for file transfer (1(T 6 - 1(T 9 ).
The BER-SNR curve is also different for different modulation and coding scheme [11].
Thus, based on the application, the modulation and coding schemes, such a threshold
SNR can be determined. Here, we assume that the system is using BPSK modulation
without coding and the acceptable BER is 10 - 6 . Suppose that if a relay node decodes a packet correctly, it broadcasts an instantaneous ACK to the destination. Let
U represent the set of relay nodes who have decoded the packet correctly. Afterwards,
the destination (who is responsible for selecting an appropriate relay node) chooses a
relay node whose ^fri-D is the maximum, i.e.,
r* = argmax7 n _ z ?

(3.6)

where r* denotes the selected relay node, r* then transmits the packet to node
D. For detection at D in the case without combining (case 1), D simply decodes
Yr>. In the second case, D will further use maximum ratio combining (MRC) at the
destination to combine two received signals from r* and S, i.e., Yn? and Y2D- [11]If D can decode the packet correctly, it broadcasts an instantaneous ACK and the
source node erases the packet from its queue. Otherwise, it broadcasts a NACK and
the source retransmits the packet in the next frame of transmission. We will model
the maliciousness of each relay node i by a binary random variable Qt with parameter
qt. That is, we assume that at each transmission any malicious relay node i selected
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to relay a packet to the destination behaves anomalously and does not forward the
packet with probability qt. Stochastic modelling of the maliciousness of a node has
appeared previously in the literature, e.g., [5,72,80]. In fact, a clever attacker may
use stochastic malicious behaviour in which the malicious relay tries to mimic the
inherent uncertainty of the wireless channel [80].
Our purpose is to derive a trust value corresponding to each relay node which is
equal to 1 — E[qt]. That is, the trust value is the complement of the expectation value
of the maliciousness random variable. To this end, we perform iterative observations
of the system including the channel conditions, relay selections and the net amount
of packets received and forwarded by each relay node. Based on these observations
we will derive the current trust value after each observation iteration.

3.3

Trust Establishment For Wireless Cooperative
Relaying Networks

In the cooperative system described in section 3.2, not all of the unsuccessful packet
transmissions from a relay node are due to maliciousness of that node. They may also
be the result of unreliability of channels, packet overflow, etc. Therefore, using the
Bayesian framework solely based on the number of received and successfully forwarded
packets cannot result into an accurate derivation of trust value. In other words, the
obtained trust value would not be a pure trust value and will be biased. The following
example clarifies this fact.
Example: Consider a simple cooperative system with four nodes. The source node
1 generates traffic and sends the traffic to node 4 via cooperation with nodes 2 and
3. The transmission protocol is as discussed in section 3.2. The channel between the
source node 1 and relay nodes 2 and 3 are perfect noise free channels. Among nodes 2
and 3, one of them is chosen randomly (probabilities of 0.5) to forward the packet to
the destination node 4. The channel between relay node 2 and destination node 4 is
modelled by a binary erasure channel with success probability of 0.95 and the channel
between relay node 3 and destination node 4 is modelled by another binary erasure
channel with success probability of 0.65. Relay 2 is malicious with probability 0.35
and relay node 3 is malicious with probability 0.2. Using the Beta function trust value
establishment discussed in the previous section, we obtained the trust value through
simulations. We have assumed that each iteration consists of 100 transmission frames.
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We expect the trust of relay 2 and relay 3 to be 0.65 and 0.8, respectively. As we can
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Figure 3.2: Conventional Bayesian trust establishment in a simple cooperative system.
see in the Figure 3.2.a, the conventional Bayesian trust establishment gives inaccurate
trust values with inverse order rather than what we expect. That is, it gives 0.475
for relay 2 and 0.425 for relay 3. Although relay 2 is more malicious than relay 3, it
has a larger connectivity probability and subsequently, more successfully transmitted
packets than relay 3. Therefore, using conventional Bayesian methodology we achieve
a larger trust value for relay 2 than for relay 3. That is, the result is biased by the
channel conditions.
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Consider another example where the success probability of channels between node
2 and 4 and between node 3 and 4 is 0.65 and 0.85, respectively. Suppose that nodes
2 and 3 are initially malicious with probabilities 0.55 and 0.2. After iteration 150,
node 3 changes its maliciousness to 0.6. Figure 3.2.b shows the trust tracking of the
system using the conventional Bayesian trust establishment. Before iteration 150,
we expect the trust of relay 2 and relay 3 to be 0.45 and 0.8, respectively but, it
gives us inaccurate result of 0.25 and 0.5, respectively. After the maliciousness of
relay node 3 changes from 0.2 to 0.6, the trust of relay 3 should change to 0.4 i.e.,
less than the trust of relay 2 which should now be 0.45. Using the conventional
Bayesian method, computed trusts at the end are 0.25 for relay 2 and 0.32 for relay
3. Importantly, this method gives us the inverse ranking of trusts at the end after
changing the maliciousness of node 3. In other words, although this method tries to
track the trust after iteration 150, the starting and ending point of this tracking are
not correct. Again, not considering the channel connectivity probabilities and relay
selection probabilities in trust establishment is problematic.
We will see similar results for more realistic channel conditions and relay selection
policy in section 3.4.

3.3.1

Proposed Trust Establishment for Wireless Cooperative
Relaying Networks

Given the problems with the conventional Bayesian approach, we now introduce a
trust establishment scheme for the model in two cases described in section 3.2 that
considers the channel conditions. In our scheme, our aim is to obtain an accurate
trust value corresponding to each relay node. In other words, the destination D (e.g.,
a base station) which manages the relay selection in the system, should be able to
obtain an accurate trust value for each relay node. The destination can then use these
trust values and may combine them with the trust values obtained from other nodes
to decide whether a relay node is trustworthy or not. It can later take the proper
action or remove a relay node from its list of reliable relay nodes if its associated trust
value drops below a specific threshold.
As explained earlier, trust establishment is usually based on iterative monitoring
of the system and it involves many message exchanges between trustor and trustee.
In our method we will make use of existing message exchanges in the relay selection
and channel state estimation to our benefit. At each iteration t, the destination
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counts the number of successful transmissions from S to each relay node i. It can
count this number by using the number of ACKs broadcasted from relay i. Let
fct(t) denote this number. The total number of successful transmissions from relay
i to D is also counted. These numbers depend on the maliciousness of the relay
node i as well as channel conditions and the relay selection policy. Suppose that
the destination observes £t(t) successful transmission from relay i to D at iteration
t. The conventional Bayesian trust establishment computes the trust for relay node
i at iteration t as follows.

at{t) + pt{t)
where
<*,(*) = at(t - 1) + ez(t), 0,(0) = 1, Mt) = 0t(t - 1) + kt(t) - £t(t), A(0) = 1. (3.8)
As discussed earlier, the amount of di(t) depends not only on the maliciousness of a
relay node but also the number of times that the relay was selected for cooperation
as well as channel conditions. Therefore, the obtained trust values in (3.7) are biased
on the channel conditions and the relay selection policy. We attempt to remove this
bias by modifying the trust value in (3.7). Let 0 j represent the event that relay node
i is selected by the destination described in section 3.2, respectively. Therefore, for
case 1 and case 2 , we can obtain the accurate trust values T\ (t) and T^ \t) after
iteration t as
TW(t) =

a (1)

« (*)

1]

al (t) +

T(2)m
1 U

_

/9f(1)(t)

<*i2)(*)
ci2\t)+tf\t)

I

I

(3 9 )

P{ln-D > Ithr)

P(@z | ln-D > 7tfcr,7S-r, > Ithr)

1
Pirfr%-D +

lS-D>lthr)
1

P ( 6 l I 7 r i _ D + 7s_ D > 7 t/ir , 75_ n > 7 ^ )

(3.10)

Note that the destination does not know the statistics of relay selections and
also the channel conditions. Therefore, the destination follows the same estimation
approach to obtain the values for Pfa-D

> Ithr), P(Qt \ ln-D

> 7tfcr.7s-r, > Ithr),
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P{lrt-D+ls-D
> Ithr) and P(@l I ln-D+1s-D
> 1thr,1s-rt > Ithr)- In other words,
given the independence of relay selection decisions in different frames, we can model
the selection of a relay i given the events is-rt > ithr and in-D > ithr in case 1 and
the selection of a relay i, given the events is-Tl > ithr and I^-D+IS-D
> Ithr in case 2
as two Bernoulli random variables with parameter p@ and p@ , respectively. Assume
that £Q (t) in case 1 and £& (t) in case 2 represent the number of times that relay i is
selected in iteration t given that both is-Tl and in-D in case 1 and both is-ri and
lrt-D + 1S-D in case 2 are greater that the threshold SNR. Given £Q (t), t& (i) anc ^
&«(£), the parameter p^, in case 1 follows a Beta distribution of P e t a ^ ^ (£),/?et (£))
and PQ% in case 2 follows the distribution of Beta(aQt (£),/?e, (*)) at iteration £ and
its corresponding mean is the following,
a

w

i = 1,2

(3.11)

where

«g(0 = «g(* - 1) + 4!(*),
« g ( 0 ) = l,

/3§?W = /*§!(* - 1) + *.(<) - 4£(*)
< } ( 0 ) = 1,

/ o r j = 1,2

(3.12)

In the above equations, j = 1 belongs to case 1 and j = 2 is for case 2. We will
further use this value as an estimate of P^(Qt | 7r,_r> > 1thr,1s-r% > 7thr) in case
1 and P ( 2 ) ( 6 t | 7n-£> + 7s-£> > 1thr,1s-rt > Ithr) in case 2. The same argument
is used to estimate the P(7n_£> > ithr) and P{ITI-D + 1S-D > Ithr), i-e., given the
independence of channel states in different frames, these two events are modelled by
two Bernoulli random variables whose parameters p^J and p^J respectively follow
Beta distribution at each iteration . Specifically, in the case 1, if the D observes that
the SNR of the link r% — D is greater than the threshold in Vyt\t) cases out of kt(t)
and in case 2, if it observes that in-D + 1S-D > Ithr in A, (£), then ptf} given £$ (t)
and kt(t) follows a Beta distribution Beta{cq},/4, ) where
o«(*) = aW(t - 1) + <&>(*), /J«(t) = 0<>\t - 1) + *,(*) -

4j)(t)
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a # ( 0 ) = l,
with mean ^ «£(*)
^8 L

/3?(0) = 1 for j = 1,2

(3.13)

. We use this value as the estimate of P(7rj_£> > ithr) for

case

1 and P(7ri_£> + 7s-z? > 7t/»r) for case 2 at iteration £.
Using the same approach, we can then formulate the trust at each iteration t as
TU)(t)

<#\t)

<#\t)+tf\t)

ojg (*) + /%>(*) off (*) + /#(*)

ag(t)

ai\t)

for
where the parameters afc\t),P?\t)ta%](t),pQ(t),a%Xt)>P&)(t)
3 = !.2 (case
1 and case 2) are updated at each iteration t according to (3.8), (3.12) and (3.13),
respectively.

Also, note that in the proposed trust establishment scheme, we are using the
existing information in the relay selection process. Therefore, our scheme does not
impose communication overhead to the system for monitoring and measurements. It
is worth mentioning that the proposed method is independent of the relay selection
policy and the similar results can be drawn for other relay selection policies with
independent decisions in different transmission frames.
It is worth mentioning that, if stochastic models assumed in the thesis are changed
in practice the proposed method is still capable of estimating the trust values correctly. However, we can no more claim that the trusts follow the distribution. They
will actually, follow a distribution which can derived by Bayes' rule in the Bayesian
framework discussed in Chapter 2. The mean of the trust value distribution will
converge to the proposed trust value in a different manner and speed.
The way by which the trust values affect the performance of the system depends
on the network architecture and routing strategies. For instance, the derived trust
values can be further used in the relay selection policy or in an Ad Hoc network, may
be used for distinguishing the reliable nodes. A threshold can be set up to reject a
node with the trust value lower than the threshold or nodes can still use the relays
with low trust values but more resources may be assigned to the node with higher
trust values to assure the higher throughput. This is the case where we propose a
relay selection policy in the next chapter which is also throughput optimal.
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3.4

Simulation Results and Discussions

In this section, we will present the simulation results to show the effectiveness of
the proposed trust establishment method. The topology used in the first part of
simulations is the same as Figure 3.1 with 4 relay nodes to be verified for case 1
and case 2 as mentioned earlier. The system is using BPSK modulation without
any coding scheme and the channels are slow Rayleigh fading channels. We assume
that during each packet transmission frame, the fading coefficients are fixed. Since
the variations of a channel are modelled by Rayleigh random variables the SNR will
follow an exponential distribution. Thus, in the simulations we model the links SNRs
by exponential random variables. We have assumed that the acceptable BER is 10 - 6
requiring the minimum SNR of 54 dB to achieve this BER for BPSK. Assume that the
relays are malicious with probabilities 0.1,0.2,0.3 and 0.4, i . e . ^ Q i ] = 0.1, E[QQ\ =
0.2, E[Q3] = 0.3 and E[Q^\ = 0.4. We have considered two situations of high and low
SNR regimes for case 1 and case 2.
In the high and low SNR regimes, the SNRs of the links S — rt and links rt —
D, % = 1,2,3,4 are exponential random variables with the mean equal to elements of
vectors (60,70,63,65)dB and (52,49,54,50)dB, respectively. In case 2, the mean of
exponential random variable of SNR for link S — D is 50dB. The iteration length is
assumed to be 100 frames, i.e., we observe the system every 100 frames.

3.4.1

Case 1: Cooperative Relaying without Combining

In Figures 3.3 and 3.4, we compare the trust values of the case 1 obtained from the
proposed method and the conventional Bayesian trust establishment method. We
expect to have trust values of 0.9, 0.8, 0.7 and 0.6 for relay nodes 1 to 4, respectively.
In figures, only the trusts for relay nodes 1 and 3 are illustrated for clarity of figures.
As shown, in both cases the proposed trust establishment scheme estimates the trust
values of relay nodes 1 and 3 accurately. In contrast, the conventional Bayesian
method is biased by channel conditions and the relay selection policy and cannot
establish a reliable trust value for the relay nodes. In both figures, we observe that
the conventional Bayesian method gives not only incorrect trust values for relay nodes
1 and 3, but also it computes the trust of relay 1 below that of relay 3. The reason
is that in both cases, relay node 3 has better average channel condition rather than
relay 1. Therefore, it is more likely to select relay 3 for cooperation and packet
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forwarding rather than relay 1. It also has more probability of successful packet
forwarding than relay 1. Since the conventional Bayesian method does not consider
the channel condition and relay selection policy in its trust computation process, it
fails to calculate accurate and reliable trust values for the relays.
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Figure 3.3: Trust establishment in the low SNR regime in case 1.
We can see the calculated trust of all relays at t = 300 for both methods in high
and low SNR regimes of the system without combining in Table 3.1 which admits the
figure results.
Another point about these two figures is that in low SNR case (Figure 3.3), the
conventional Bayesian method seems to give better estimates of trust rather than
it does in the high SNR case (Figure 3.4). The reason is that in low SNR case, in
contrast with high the SNR case, the average SNR of relays 1 and 3 are larger than
relay nodes 2 and 4. Therefore, the probability of selecting relay nodes 1 and 3 are
higher than relay nodes 2 and 4 in the low SNR case. Thus, relay nodes 1 and 3 have
more opportunity for forwarding the received packets in low SNR case rather than
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Low SNR

High SNR
Scheme

Relay i
trust t = 300

Proposed

Conventional

Proposed

Conventional

scheme

Bayesian

scheme

Bayesian

71(300)

0.900

0.500

0.903

0.027

T2(300)

0.801

0.722

0.800

0.569

T3(300)

0.698

0.538

0.697

0.073

T4(300)

0.596

0.452

0.598

0.123

Table 3.1: Relay trusts in system without combining (case 1)
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high SNR case. This is another example of how channel conditions can skew results
and expectations.
In another experiment, we simulated the case in which the malicious probability of
a relay node changes at some point of time. Starting from the same initial conditions
as above, we assume that at the 150-th iteration, maliciousness of relay node 2 changes
to E[Q2] = 0.5. Note that the channel conditions are in the high SNR regime.
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Figure 3.5: Trust tracking with time in case 1.
In this experiment, we expect the value of relay node 3 to be 0.7 and relay 2 trust
value should change from 0.8 to 0.5 after iteration 150. This means that we expect
to see the trust value of relay 2 falling below that of relay 3 after iteration 150. As
we can observe from Figure 3.5, the conventional Bayesian method not only gives
incorrect trust estimations before and after iteration 150, but it also does not satisfy
our expectation about the inversion of the rankings of trusts after iteration 150.
In contrast, Figure 3.5 shows that the proposed new method can track the trust
through the time accurately. From Figure 3.5, we can also see that the response of
the trust tracking is such that it cannot track rapid changes of trust in the system.
To improve the speed of the tracking, we may further introduce a sliding window for
the observation process as follows. In the trust computation of trust value at each
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iteration, we consider only the observations obtained inside a sliding window and
discard the observations of the frames before the beginning of the sliding window.
With a sliding window size of u, at iteration t, equation (3.8) becomes
at{t) = az{t - 1) + £z(t) - ez(t - u),

A(t) = A(* - 1 ) + *,(*) - it(t) - K(t -u) + tt(t - u),
0,(0) = 1, ft(0) = 1, K(T) = 0, A(r = 0),

Vr < 0.

(3.15)

Using equations (3.14) and (3.15) the trust at each iteration t is calculated for the
window based approach. Figure 3.6 compares the trust for the proposed scheme with
and without applying the sliding window. In our simulation, we set u equals to 50
iterations. As we can observe from Figure 3.6, trust tracking is much more faster in
the case where a sliding window is used.
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Figure 3.6: Trust tracking with and without using a sliding window in case 1.
Note that selection of an appropriate window size is very important in this case.
That is selection of a large window size may result in delay in trust change tracking
(like Figure 5 as the extreme case) and selection of a small window size may result in
oscillations of the computed trust.
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3.4.2

Case 2: Cooperative Relaying with Combining

In Figures 3.7 and 3.8, we compare the trust values of the case 2 obtained from the
proposed method and the conventional Bayesian trust establishment method in high
and low SNR regimes. We expect to have trust values of 0.9, 0.8, 0.7 and 0.6 for relay
nodes 1 to 4, respectively. Only the trusts for two relay nodes are illustrated due to
space limitations. As shown, in both SNR regimes the proposed trust establishment
scheme estimates the trusts of two nodes accurately. In contrast, similar to case 1, the
conventional Bayesian method is biased by channel conditions and the relay selection
policy and cannot establish an accurate trust value for the relay nodes. In Figure
3.7 and Figure 3.8, we observe that the conventional Bayesian method gives incorrect
trust values for relay nodes 1 and 3.
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Figure 3.7: Trust establishment in high SNR regime in case 2.
In Table 3.2, we can easily observe the trust of all relays at t = 300 both for
proposed method and conventional method in high and low SNR regimes in the
system with combining at destination, i.e., case 2. As we expect the results in the
table admit the figures results.
In another experiment, similar to an experiment in section 3.4.1, we simulated the
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Low SNR

High SNR
Scheme

Relay i
trust t = 300

Proposed

Conventional

Proposed

Conventional

scheme

Bayesian

scheme

Bayesian

71(300)

0.895

0.027

0.902

0.028

T2(300)

0.799

0.568

0.800

0.568

T3(300)

0.700

0.073

0.703

0.074

T4(300)

0.600

0.123

0.602

0.124

Table 3.2: Relay trusts in system with combining (case 2)
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situation where the maliciousness probability of a relay node changes at some point
of the time. Again, starting from the same initial conditions as above, we assume
that at the 150-th iteration, maliciousness of relay node 2 changes to ^[^2] = 0.5.
The channel conditions are in the high SNR regime.
In this experiment, we expect the trust value of relay node 4 to be 0.6 and trust
of relay 2 should change from 0.8 to 0.5 after iteration 150. That is, we expect to see
the trust value of relay 2 falling below that of relay 3 after iteration 150. As we can
easily observe in Figure 3.9, the conventional Bayesian method gives incorrect trust
estimations before and after iteration 150. It also does not satisfy our expectation
about the inversion of the rankings of trusts after iteration 150.
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Figure 3.9: Trust tracking with time in system in case2.
In contrast, Figure 3.9 shows that the proposed new method can track the trust
through the time accurately. As we see in Figure 3.9, the response of the trust tracking
is not such that it can track rapid changes of trust in the system.
To improve the speed of the tracking, again we may use a sliding window for the
observation process as described earlier in section 3.4.1. With a sliding window size
of u, at iteration t and using equations (3.14) and (3.15) the trust at each iteration t
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Figure 3.10: Trust tracking with and without using a sliding window in case 2.
is calculated for the window based approach. Figure 3.10 compares the trust for the
proposed scheme with and without applying the sliding window where u equals to 50
iterations. Similar to case 1, we observe that trust tracking is much more faster in
the case where a sliding window is used.
In another experiment, the topology shown in Figure 3.11 was used to observe
how the proposed trust establishment works in the presence of malicious relays in the
multi-user cooperative networks for a different policy. What makes this experiment
distinct from the previous one is that there are 4 users and 3 relays for the cooperation.
Each user has a specific channel for its communication. Relays are capable of tuning
to the users channel and detecting the users data simultaneously. In the first slot
of a transmission frame, users send their data to all the relays. In the second time
slot of every transmission frame, each relay must be assigned to a user based on the
following policy. Those users whose data is received properly at a relay are candidates
for assignment to that specific relay. Hungarian algorithm which is a solution to
maximum matching problem was applied as the policy of relay assignment to the
users so that the maximum connectivity in the system can be achieved [81] . All
other physical layer characteristics of the simulated system is the same as before.
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Each relay may have a different probability of maliciousness with respect to different
users. Maliciousness parameters of relays of the multi-user system which we simulated
are indicated by a matrix q as follows.
' 0.8 0 0.8 *
0.6 0 0.6
<l =

0.4 0 0.4
y 0.2 0 0.2 j
Each element of matrix q, qJtt where n G {1,2,3,4}, i € {1,2,3} is in fact E[QJtl] and
denotes probability of maliciousness of relay i with respect to user j . Equivalently,
Tn>i is trust of relay i with respect to user n.
In Figure 3.11, for clarity of the figure, only 4 of these trust values are depicted.
Titi, the trust value of relay 1 with respect to user 1, i.e., 1 — E[Qiti] is expected to
be 0.2. Similarly, we expect 72,3, trust value of relay 3 for user 1 to be 0.4, T34 to
be 0.6 and T±$ to be 0.8, respectively. As it is shown in Figure 3.12, the proposed
trust establishment can correctly calculate the trust value of a relay with respect to
a specific user for such relay assignment policy in the situation that a malicious relay
behaves differently and discriminates among users.

Figure 3.11: Relays trust of multi-user system in high SNR regimes
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Figure 3.12: Relays trust of multi-user system in high SNR regimes

3.5

Summary

In this chapter, we introduced a trust establishment scheme for cooperative wireless
networks. The proposed scheme covers a broad range of models in which the channel
conditions and the relay selection decisions are independent in different transmission
frames. We showed that the conventional a Bayesian trust establishment method
is insufficient for this task as it is biased by the channel conditions and relay selection decision processes. We modified the conventional trust establishment method
by incorporating the available information about the channel conditions and relay
selection decisions. By using simulations we demonstrated the effectiveness of the
proposed method. In the proposed method we always assume that the transmissions,
relay selections or channel conditions are independent across different frames. In the
simulations, we also observed that the calculated trust values may lag the true values
in cases of trust change in the system. Therefore, we introduced a sliding window
in the system to compute trust at each iteration. Simulation results confirm the
improvement in the speed of trust change tracking.

Chapter 4

Optimal Secure Relay Selection in Multiuser
Cooperative Relaying Networks
4.1

Introduction

The problem of optimal secure relay selection in multiuser cooperative wireless networks is investigated in this chapter. A general discrete time model for such networks
is introduced which takes into account the dynamic variations of the channel state,
the stochastic malicious behaviour of relay nodes as well as stochastic arrival of data
packets into the system. The model consists of a set of mobile users, one destination node and a set of relay nodes which may be either mobile or fixed. The system
uses the benefit of cooperative diversity by relaying in decode and forward mode.
We assume that each user either transmits its packets directly to the destination or
selects a relay node to cooperatively transmit its packets. A malicious relay node
may behave maliciously and refuse to cooperative with a user deliberately when it is
selected for cooperation. A malicious relay node usually does this stochastically to
hide his malicious behaviour for longer time. Therefore, at each time slot we have to
decide whether a user has to cooperate with any relay node or not and if so, which
relay node should be selected for cooperation.
Note that in all the relay selection policies of earlier works mentioned in Chapter 2,
the relay nodes are assumed to be trusted relay nodes. However, As we discussed earlier, security is a challenging issue in cooperative relaying networks where the source
node relies on intermediate relay nodes to transmit its information. Although cryptographic techniques provide assuring approaches to make the system secure, there
still remains the chance for compromised relay nodes to take part in the cooperation
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process and disrupt the transmissions. Another example is the case where a selfish
(and not necessarily compromised) relay node refuses to cooperate or deliberately
drops the received packets (for different reasons e.g. power saving) when it is selected
for cooperation. Henceforth, we will refer to such misbehaving relay nodes as malicious nodes. To quantify the maliciousness of relay nodes we will use the trust values
associated to the relay nodes. As we discussed earlier, trust values are real values
from the interval [0,1] which are a measure of trustworthiness of relay nodes.
We will propose a secure throughput optimal relay selection policy that can stabilize the system for all the arrival rate vectors strictly inside the stability region. Then,
we show that the optimal policy is equivalent to finding the maximum matching in
a weighted bipartite graph at each time slot. We also use simulations to compare
the performance of the proposed policy with four other sub-optimal policies in terms
of average queue occupancy (or equivalently, queueing delay) and stable throughput
region. In the proposed policy we incorporate the trust values associated to each relay
node, queue length process and the channel state of the system to decide about relay
assignment at each time slot. Note that the trust values employed in the proposed
policy are general trust values which are real numbers from interval [0,1] which reflect
how much reliable is the relay node in cooperation with a specific user. The trust
values may be the output of any intrusion detection or anomaly detection tool or
trust establishment method.
The results in this chapter are in fact an extension of the work in [48] where all
the relay nodes were assumed to be trusted. The main goal of this chapter is to devise
an optimal secure relay selection policy in a multiuser cooperative wireless system.
In our model, there is a set of users as well as a set of relay nodes and a centralized
controller that controls the relay assignment process. Each user may transmit directly
to the destination (direct mode) or it can send its packets to the destination using
the cooperation with a relay node according to a two phase cooperative protocol
(cooperation mode). Therefore, at each time slot, the network controller has to
address two questions about each user: whether it should work in the direct mode or
cooperation mode; and if it has to cooperate, which relay node must be assigned to
that user. We call any strategy that answers these two questions about each user a
relay selection policy. We investigate the optimal policy for such a problem with the
objective of maximizing the long run average throughput of the system. The optimal
policy does its duty based on the available information about the channel state of
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the system, trust values corresponding to each relay node as well as the length of
each user's queue. We will characterize the optimal policy as an integer programming
(IP) problem. Then, we will show that the IP problem at each time slot is equivalent
to finding the maximum matching in a weighted bipartite graph. Simulations are
conducted to compare the performance of the proposed policy with other cooperative
and non-cooperative policies.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In section 4.1.1, we will describe
the model used in this chapter and then we will have a brief review on the notions
of stability region and throughput optimal policies. In section 4.2, we will introduce
the secure throughput optimal relay selection policy. We also show that the optimal
policy is equivalent to finding the maximum weighted matching in a bipartite graph at
each time slot. Simulation results are brought in section 4.3. Section 4.4 summarizes
the conclusions.

4.1.1

Problem Formulation

Model Description
The cooperative relaying model which is used in this chapter is similar to the model
used in [48]. It consists of the set of users J\f with \Af\ = N, the set of relay nodes
1Z with \TZ\ — R and one destination node D. Although the system is assumed to
be working in uplink, the same results can be easily concluded for downlink as well.
Suppose that there is a separate channel Cn assigned to each user n whose transceiver
is tuned on that channel. Therefore, the destination node D is able to receive and
decode the information transmitted from all users, simultaneously. The system is
assumed to be time slotted with equal length intervals.
The exogenous packet arrival process to each user n at each time slot t is denoted
by An(t). In fact, An{t) represents the number of packets arrived for user n exogenously during time slot t. It is assumed that £J[A^(i)] < oo for all t and all n. Note
that in our model the new arrivals are added to each queue at the end of each time
slot. The arrival processes An(t) Vn G M are assumed to be i.i.d. with mean An.
Suppose that U(t) = (Ui(t),...,£/JV(*)) is the queue length process vector at the end
of time slot t after adding new arrivals to the queues. Figure 4.1 illustrates the model
used in this chapter.
At each time slot, packet transmissions from each user ntoD

may be performed
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Figure 4.1: The model of cooperative communication used in this chapter

in direct mode or cooperative mode. In the former case, user n transmits its packets
directly to D and in the latter case it uses one of the relay nodes to transmit its
packets cooperatively.
A user n in direct mode uses all the time slot duration to transmit its packets.
However in cooperative mode, it uses a two phase transmission protocol to transmit
its packets to D (relay nodes are assumed to be half duplex). In this case, the time
slot duration is split into two sub-slots. In the first sub-slot, the user n starts the
first phase of transmission in which it broadcasts its packets to the relay nodes as
well as D. In the second sub-slot, a relay node r is selected for cooperation with user
n according to a relay selection policy and then it cooperatively relays the received
packets from user n to the destination node D.
The relay nodes are assumed to work in Decode and Forward (DF) mode in which
each relay node r receives the signal transmitted in the first phase and decodes it.
Then, it re-encodes the information and forwards it to D. Note that the results
obtained in this chapter are also true for systems which support Amplify and Forward
(AF) relaying mode. However, in our model, all the relays are in DF mode. In
AF mode, the relay node r receives the signal but does not decode it. However,
it amplifies the signal in such a way that its transmission power satisfies the relay's
maximum power constraint. In both cases of DF and AF, destination node D uses the
information received from direct link in the first sub-slot and the relayed information
in the second sub-slot and combines them. Then, D uses the combined signal to
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decode the information.
Suppose that the direct communication link between each user n, n € Af and
node D is denoted by iUfD- Let Rn,D(t) represent the achievable rate corresponding
to each link lnp (which is using channel Cn) at time slot t. The achievable rates over
different communication links are varying from time slot to time slot. The variation
of communication links is due to various factors such as fading, mobility of the users,
path loss, etc. Assume that i/n,i)(*) denote all the effects of such factors on each link
tnp during time slot t. Henceforth, we call Hnto{f) the channel gain of direct link
£n,D at time slot t. Therefore, if Xntr>(t) and Y^,.D(£) denote the symbol transmitted
and received on this link, respectively, then Vn € M
Yn,D(t) = Hn,D{t)Xn,D{t)

+ ZD(t).

(4.1)

Zo(t) is the additive Gaussian noise process at node D with Power Spectral Density
(PSD) of ^k. According to Shannon formula for capacity of communication channels,
the rate Rn,D(t) is determined by
RnAt)

= Wn\og2(l +

lHn (

'° f])2Pn)

bits/sec

where Pn is the transmission power of user n and Wn is the bandwidth of the channel
Cn. Note that Rn,D(t) is the maximum achievable transmission rate for reliable
communication over each link lnp at time slot t.
The cooperative link consisting of user n, relay node r and destination node D
is represented by ln^r. The achievable rate corresponding to the cooperative link tn<r
(which is in DF mode) at time slot t is denoted by R^f(t).
This rate depends on
the channel gains of direct links between n and r, the gain of direct link between n
and D and the gain of direct link between r and D denoted by HntT(t), Hn^(t) and
Hr,D(t), respectively. If each relay node r has the maximum power limit of P'r for its
transmissions, the achievable rate B^.{C) is calculated by the following equation [8].
R

n,r (*) = ~2 mm{log 2 (l + —j-^jy
l0g2(1+

N0Wn

+

),
N0Wn

n

[

*-Z)

Note that the achievable rate for DF in (4.2) is for the case where a repetition
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code is used at the relay node, i.e., the relay node is using the same codebook as the
source is using [8,31].
It is worth mentioning that if relay nodes operate in AF relaying mode, then the
achievable rate corresponding to the cooperative link inj is denoted by R££(t) and
is calculated by the following equation [8].

<?(') = ^ l o g 2 ( l +

+f

\Hn,D(t)\2Pn
NQWn

\Hn,r(t)\2Pn
N0Wn

\Hr,D(t)\2p;
N0Wn

(4.3)

where
f(x,y)

xy
x + y +1

(4.4)

Thus, by having the channel gains of all one hop communication links, we can
easily determine the achievable rates of all the direct links (Rn,D(t), n — 1,2,..., N)
and cooperative links (R^(t),
n = 1,2,..., N , r = 1,2,..., R).
The channel gains are assumed to be fixed during each time slot. However, they
are allowed to vary across different time slots. This is the usual assumption when
modelling a slow Rayleigh fading wireless channel. The channel state of the system
is denned as the set of channel gains of all one hop links in the systems, i.e.,
CSI(t) = {Hn,D(t),Hn,r(t),Hr,D(t),Vn

eAf,Vre

K}

It is assumed that the channel state CSI(t) evolves with time according to a finite
state, irreducible Markov chain. Therefore, the system has stationary sate probabilities and hence the capacity region of the system is well defined [9]. Although the
channel state of the system has Markovian property, the channel gains over different
links at any time slot t may be arbitrarily correlated.
Packets are assumed to have the same length which is equal to L. Therefore, the
number of packets that can be transmitted successfully through the direct link tnp
and the cooperative link £%f are equal to

Wn,D{t) =

Rn,D(t)
, Wn,r(t) =

P-n^if)

(4.5)
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respectively.
The maliciousness of each relay node r with respect to user n is further modelled by a binary random variable Qn,r with parameter qn>r. In other words, at each
cooperative transmission over cooperative link ^n>r, a malicious relay node r behaves
maliciously and does not forward the packets received in the first phase with probability Qn,r- Stochastic modelling of the maliciousness of a node has appeared previously
in the literature, e.g., [5,72,80]. In fact, a clever attacker may use stochastic malicious
behaviour to hide his maliciousness behind the uncertainty of the wireless channel [80]
and keep his malicious behaviour for longer time. Note that in our model a malicious
relay node r may have different malicious behaviour to different users. This is a
general assumption in which malicious relays may attack some specific users.
We assume that a centralized controller at each time slot determines each user's
mode of operation (direct or cooperation) and if it is in cooperation mode, which
relay must be selected for cooperation such that the long-term throughput region of
the system is maximised. This is accomplished based on the information about the
channel state and also the queue length process U(t).
Thus, a relay selection policy may be defined by determination of the following
indicator variables In,D(t) and In,r(t) at each time slot t.
1 user n transmits directly to D at time t

In A*) = <
0

Otherwise

1 user n selects relay node r at time t for cooperation
In ,r{t) = <

0

Otherwise

Note that not all the allocations of 7n,£>(*) and In,r(t) aie valid. In fact, these
indicator variables are constrained to satisfy the following conditions.
N

J2JnAt)<^
n=l

Vr = l,2,...,fl

(4.6)
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R

In,D(t) + ^n,r(t)<l

Vn = 1, 2, ..., N

(4.7)

r=l

The above constraints comes from the facts that each relay can be assigned to at
most one user and each user may be in direct mode or cooperative mode and if it is
in cooperative mode, it can cooperate with at most one relay node.
Stability Region and Throughput Optimal Policies
The concepts of stability, stability region and throughput optimal policies in stochastic network optimization comes from the works [6,9,82,83]. First, we will review the
definition of strong stability in queueing networks [9]. A queuing system is defined as
stable if in the long run, average queue sizes of the network nodes remain bounded
and do not grow to infinity. Consider a discrete time single queue system with an
arrival process A(t) and service process //(£). Suppose that U(t) denotes the queue
length process at time slot t. The evolution of U(t) with time is determined by the
following rule.
U(t) = (U(t-l)-»(t))+ + A(t)
(4.8)
where (•)+ outputs the term inside the brackets if it is non-negative and zero otherwise.

Definition 1 A discrete time single queue with an arrival process A(t) and service
process n(t) is called strongly stable if it has bounded time averaged expected queue
occupancy [9], i.e.,
1t-1
lim sup - Yl E[U{T)\
t-*oo t T=0

< oo

(4.9)

Definition 1 can be extended to a queueing network as follows [9].
Definition 2 A queueing system is called to be strongly stable if all the queues in
the system are strongly stable. Specifically, for a network consisting of N queues,
the system is strongly stable if the time averaged expected aggregated backlog in the
network is bounded, i.e.,
1

t-i N

l i m s u p - YEEPn(r)]
T =0

ra=l

< oo.

(4.10)
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Consider the queueing system in definition 2 with N queues. Assume that the
arrival rate to each queue n is represented by An and therefore, the arrival rate vector
is denoted by A = (Ai, A2, •••, XN)- A resource allocation (relay selection) policy TT is
said to stabilize the system if by applying policy ir the system is strongly stable. Let
A„- represent the closure of the set of arrival rate vectors for which % can stabilize the
system. An is called the stability region for policy 7r. NOW, consider the union of the
stability region of all the possible policies and let us denote it by A, i.e., A = \J^ Aw.
A is called the network stability region (also called network layer capacity region in
literature [9]). In other words, the network stability region is the closure of the set of
all arrival rate vectors for which there exists a policy that can stabilize the network.
Note that the network stability region is independent of the resource allocation policy
and in fact is a specific characteristic of any network. A resource allocation policy
7r* is called throughput optimal if it can stabilize the system for all the arrival rate
vectors strictly inside the network stability region. In other words, IT* is throughput
optimal if its stability region coincides with the network stability region.
Now, consider the system of Figure 4.1 with trustworthy relay nodes, i.e., qn>r =
0 V n 6 A / " , r G ^ . The throughput optimal relay selection policy for this system was
discussed in [48] and it was shown that the throughput optimal policy is equivalent to
finding the maximum matching in a bipartite graph at each time slot. In the model
considered in this work, we assume that the relay nodes may maliciously disobey the
optimal scheduling algorithm and not forward the packets received in the first phase
of cooperative transmission. In this case, such relay nodes behave like bumps in the
network and cause larger average delay in the system. This causes the stability region
of the network to shrink with respect to the system considered in [48]. In the following
lemma we show that the stability region of the network with malicious relays shrinks
with respect to the system considered in [48].
Lemma 1 Suppose that As ecure represents the stability region of a secure relaying
system in which the trust values associated to all the relay nodes are 1 (All the elements
of trust matrix T are equal to 1). Similarly, we denote the the stability region of a
non-secure relaying system by Ajvon-5ec«re in which at least one element of matrix T
is strictly less than 1. Then,
-Non—Secure i=
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Proof: We first prove that Ajvon-Secure Q As ecure and then by an example we will
show that in some cases Ajvon-Secure C Asecure- Consider the relaying system of
Figure 4.1 in which T n0in) < 1 for some no G M and TQ G TZ and other trust values are
identically equal to 1. We will compare this system with a secure system in which all
the trust values are identically equal to 1 from the stability point of view.
We first characterize the stability region of a general relaying system introduced in
Figure 4.1 which is denoted by A. A non-negative rate vector A = (Ai, A2,..., XN) € A
if there exist non-negative real elements /„ i r Vn G A/", W G H, and /„,£> Vn G H such
that
R

An < fn,D + ^2 fn'r

Vn G

M

(4.11)

r=l

and there exists a relay selection policy with indicator variables In,D(t) and In,r(t) for
all t such that
Jn,r — 2-^s€S^s

fn,D <

n

>r n>r\

)^n>r

T.s&S^sInA^nfi

N

^ M t ) < l Vr = l,2,...,fl
n=l

(4.12)

R

In,D(t) + YlIn,r(t)<l

Vn = 1, 2, ..., N

r=l

Jn,r(t) e {0,1} , in,D(t) e {0,1} Vn G jV,Vr G ft
in which w^r and ?/;„£, are the number of successful packet transmissions over the
cooperative link ln<r and direct link tn,D, respectively when the channel is in state s.
From the above formulation of stability region and from the fact that T n0)n) < 1, it is
concluded that Ajvon-Secure C Asecure- In the following, we will demonstrate that in
some cases AN{msecure C ASeCure by an example.
Example: Consider a relaying communication channel in which there is one source
S, one relay node r and one destination node D. We set -^- = 20dB. The parameters
Hs,D(t), Hs,r(t) and Hrti)(t) represent the effect of both location of users and relays
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^(0Figure 4.2: The model of cooperative communication used in the example
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of stability region for trusted and untrusted relaying

as well as the shadowing and fading effects. Therefore, we may write them as
Hs,D(t) = —g——,Hs,r(t) =

dlD(t)

a _ ^ ,Hrti)(t)

d2S,r(t)

hryD(t)

dlD(t)

where dltJ is the distance between nodes i and j and f is the path loss exponent. We
used ds,r = dr,£> = 2\/2 and ds,D = 4. The parameters hhJ(t) denote the effects of
shadowing, fading, etc. at time slot t. We use a = 6, and modelled htJ{t) as i.i.d.
multinomial random processes which takes the values {0.05,0.1,0.2,0.5} with equal
probabilities of 0.25. The arrival processes to source node S at each time slot are
assumed to follow a Poisson distribution and packet length is 1024 bits. Packets of
source node S are kept in a queue to be transmitted in future. The source node S
transmits its packets with the cooperation of relay node r. Figure 4.2 illustrates the
setting of the example. We compare two cases. In the first case, we will consider a
trusted relay node and in the other case we will consider the system in which the
relay node r is malicious with probability 0.7. We will compare the performance
of the two systems in terms of stability region. Since in this example we just
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have one arrival stream of packets, stability region is determined by an inequality
A < XQ60"™ for trusted relaying system and A < Ao°n"Secure for untrusted relaying.
Figure 4.3 depicts the result. As we can see the stability region of the untrusted
relaying system is less than the stability region of trusted relaying. In other words,
\Non-Secure <- \Secure

4.2

r~\

Throughput-Optimal

Secure Relay

Selection

Policy
In this section, we will introduce the throughput optimal secure relay selection policy
for the model described in section 4.1.1.

4.2.1

Optimal Policy

We introduce the relay selection policy 0 in which the indicator variables Inp {t) and
Intr{t) are the solution to the following optimization problem.
Problem P :
N

/

Maximize J ^ Un(t - 1) ( wn>D(t)IntD(t)
n=\

\

R

+ J^

Tn<rwn!r(t)In,r(t)

r=\

N

;.t.

5^/„, r (t)<l Vr=l,2,...,i?
n=l
R

W * ) + $^i»,r(t)<l

Vn=l,2,...,AT

r=l

J n , r (t) 6 {0,1} , In,D(t) e {0,1} Vn G AT, Vr e K
As we can see in the optimization problem P , policy 0 determines the indicator
variables In,D{t) and In,r(t) by considering the channel conditions, queue lengths and
the trust associated to each relay node. In fact in policy 0 , it is more probable
to assign more secure relay nodes to users with better channel condition as well
as larger queue backlogs. The following proposition states that the solution to the
optimization problem P at each time slot determines the optimal decision variables
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In,D(t) and In,r(t) such that the stability of the system is guaranteed for all arrival
rate vectors strictly inside the stability region.
Proposition 1 The relay selection policy 0 stabilizes the system for all the arrival
rate vectors strictly inside the stability region A.
Proof: Let us introduce the following service processes:
•

AVD(*) :

The amount of service provided at time slot t over direct link lnp

• l^n,r{t): The amount of service provided at time slot t over cooperative link tn^r
Note that
AW>(*) = wntD{t)In^D(t)

and

/i n , r (t) = wnjr(*)/„,,.(*)(1 - QB,r(*))

(4-13)

where Qn,r(t) £ {0,1} represents the maliciousness of relay node r with respect to
user n at time slot t. The variable Qn<r{t) is equal to 1 when relay node r does
not cooperate with user n at time slot t and is equal to 0 otherwise. Obviously
E[Qn,r{t)\ = 1 — Tn,r.
Since we have assumed that the channel state of the system is bounded and
therefore the processes Hn^it) and /v r (£) are bounded, i.e., ^n,o{t) < nmax
and iMn,r{t) < Umax < oo. We will start with the Lyapunov drift evaluation.
use the quadratic function L(U(t)) = ^2n=i^n(^) as t n e Lyapunov function.
Lyapunov drift A(t + 1) for two successive time slots has the following form.

finite,
< oo
We will
The

A(t + 1) < E[L(U(t + 1)) - L(U(t)) | U(t))]
N

= E

Y,Ul{t+l)-Ul{t)\U{t)

(4.14)

,n=l

Note that
R

Un(t + 1)= lun(t)-nn,D(t+l)-J2»nAt
r=l

v+

+ l)) +4,(* + l)

(4.15)
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It can be easily seen that
R

2

2

2

U n{t + 1) - U n{t) < A n(t +1) + Ln,D(t + 1) + E *w(t + 1)
\

r=l

/

- 2C/n(t) (//n,D(t + 1) + ] T ^, P (t + 1) - An(t + 1) ) (4.16)
r=l

R

According to the fact that iin,D{t) + / J / w W ^

AWE?

the Lyapunov drift A(t + 1)

r=l

is written as
N

A(t + l)<Y^E{Al(t

+ l)] + Nn.'max

n=l

N

R

+ 2E 5 3 tf„(t) An(* + 1) - fin,D(t + 1) - J ] AW(* + 1) ) Itf(*)
.n=l

\

r=l

AT
,2

n=l
AT

JV

+ 2 E C7n(t)An - 2 5 3 £ [I7n(t) K, D (t + l)In,D(t + 1)
n=l

n=l

5 3 Wn,r(t + 1)/B>r(t + 1)(1 - Qn,r(t + 1)) I ^ (*)

(4.17)

r=l

^n,d(* + 1) and In,d(t + 1) are valid indicator variables at time slot t + 1 and are
constrained to satisfy (4.6) and (4.7). Thus,
N
"max
n=l
N

N

+ 2 5 ] Un(t)Xn - 2 5 3 Un(t)E [wn,D(t + l)IntD(t + 1)
71=1

n=l

5 ] rn,rWn,r(* + l)4,r-(* + 1) | U(t)

(4.18)

r=l

According to problem P and (4.18), we can see that policy 0 is minimizing the
right hand side of (4.18). In other words, the right hand side of (4.18) for policy 9 is
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less than that of any other policy ©'.
Now, consider the rate vector A = (Ai, A2,..., AJV) strictly inside the stability region
or inside the interior of stability region, i.e., A G intr(A) where intr(-) is the interior
of a set. Assume that €N is a vector of size N whose elements are all identically equal
to real number e > 0 and e is the largest positive real number such that A + e^ 6 A.
Thus, there exists a relay selection policy O' for which we have
R

\n + e = E WnA* + tynAt + !) + YlTn'rWn^t

+ 1 J

) ».r(* + *)

(4.19)

r=l

and therefore
N
@

2

A '(t + 1) < E[A n(t + 1)] + N^max - 2e £ Un(t)

(4.20)

n=l

According to (4.18), (4.19) and (4.20), we can conclude that
N
@

A (t + 1) < E[Al(t + 1)] + Nn

2
max

-2e"£Un(t)

(4.21)

n=l

Based on Lyapunov drift argumentation, we can see that the right hand side of
(4.21) would be negative if £ ^ = 1 Un(t) > ^ ^ + ^ + ^ m a a : and this guarantees
2e
the stability of policy 0 for any arrival rate inside the interior of stability region.

•
4.2.2

Bipartite Graph Representation of Optimal Policy

Problem P has the general form of an integer programming problem. In general,
integer programming problems are NP-hard. However, problem P has the structure
of a maximum weighted matching problem in bipartite graphs [84]. The weighted
bipartite graph associated to problem P is denoted by G(V\, V2, E). Graph G consists
of two sets of vertices V\ and V2 and a set of edges E. Set Vi is the set of all
users and hence |Vi| = N. The set of vertices V2 is defined as V2 = 11 U V where
V = {Di,D2, ...,DN}. Each node Dn € V is associated to the direct transmission
from user n. Therefore, in graph G there is one edge between user n € Vi and Dn G V2
whose weight is Un{t)wn^{t). Therefore, each Dn € V2 is just connected to one node
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Figure 4.4: The bipartite graph representation of problem P

n e Vi. However, every node n G V\ is connected to all the nodes of It C V^. The
weight of the edge connecting n GVi and r eTZ is equal to
Tn>rUn{t)w^\t).
In summary, the edges weights e are defined as the following:
• en,Dn{t) = Un(t)wn,D(t) Vn = 1,2, ...,N
• en<r(t) = Tn,rUn(t)w%?(t) Vn = 1,2,..., N Mr = 1,2,..., i?
Figure 4.4 illustrates the structure of the bipartite graph G. A matching in the
bipartite graph G is a sub-graph of G in which no two edges share a common vertex.
We can see that the constraints of problem P impose that the solution to problem
P must be a matching in graph G and since the objective function in problem P is
the summation of all the edges of graph G, the solution to problem P is a maximum
weighted matching in graph G. Note that at each time slot, there may be more
than one maximum weighted matching for graph G. In those cases, ties are broken
arbitrarily.
Finding the maximum weighted matching in a bipartite graph is not NP-hard
and has polynomial time algorithms. Hungarian algorithm is the most well known
algorithm [81] to find the maximum matching in a bipartite graph whose complexity
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is of order 0((min{|Vi|, |V^|})(max{|Vi|, IV2I})2). This algorithm is used in our simulations to solve the optimization problem P. As we can see, the complexity order
of this algorithm for the described model is 0(N(N + R)2) which is a polynomial of
order 3 with respect to N and a polynomial of order 2 with respect to R. In other
words, complexity of the algorithm increases faster when the number of users grow
compared to the case where number of relays grow.

4.3

Simulation Results

In this section, we will compare the performance of policy 0 with the corresponding
performance of four other policies using simulations. We call policy © as the Secure
Throughput Optimal (STO) relay selection policy. Let us first introduce other four
policies and then describe the simulation settings.
Consider the relay selection policy that assigns the relay nodes according to the
solution of the following optimization problem.
N
I
Maximize J ^ Un(t - 1) I wn,D(t)In}D(t)
n=l

\

R
+ J ^ tu n>r (t)/ n>r (t)
r=l

N

s.t.

^/n,r(i)<l

Vr=l,2,...,i2

ra=l
R

InAt) + E In,r(t) < 1 Vn = 1, 2, ..., N
r=l

InAt) € {0,1} , InAt)

e

{0.1} Vn G TV, Vr e ?e

Note that this policy is the policy used in [48] where it was assumed that all the
relay nodes are trustworthy. In fact, this policy is equivalent to STO if Tn>r = 1 Vn 6
Af,r G 11. We call this policy as Non-Secure Throughput Optimal (NSTO) relay
selection policy since it does not consider the trust values when assigning the relay
nodes.
Another policy considered in our simulations is the policy that does not consider
queue length process in its assignments. In other words, the indicator variables InA^)
and InA^) a r e determined by solving the following optimization problem.
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N

N

Maximize J ^ wntD(t)InfD(t)

R

+ ] P ]T] Tn,rwn,r (*)Jn,P (t)

n=l

n=l r=l

JV

S.t.

$^/n,r(*) < 1 V r = l,2,...,i2
n=l

/n,o(t) + ^2 7^(*) < 1 Vn = 1,2,..., N
r=l

J B , r (t) G {0,1} , In,D(t) G {0,1} Vn G TV, Vr G ft
The objective of this policy is to maximize the secure instantaneous throughput
at each time slot. Therefore, it is called Secure Instantaneous Throughput Optimal
(SITO).
One way of securing the network with malicious relay nodes is to remove the
malicious relay nodes from the set of relay nodes. In other words, we will not consider
the relay nodes with Tn>r < 1 in our allocation process. Therefore, we arrange a similar
optimization problem to P , but instead of using trust values of Tn>r we will use [Tn>rj
in the objective function, i.e.,

/

N

R

Maximize ] T Un(t - 1) I wn,D(t)IntD{t)
n=l

\

+

^\Tn,r\wn,r(t)In,r{t)
r=l

N

s.t.

]£j„, r (f)<l Vr=l,2,...,JR
ra=l
R

In,D(t)+^2ln,r(t)<l

Vn = 1, 2, ..., N

r=\

In,r(t) G {0,1} , IniD(t) G {0,1} Vn G AT, Vr G ft
We call this policy as Secure Throughput Optimal with Pure Trusted Relays
(STO-PTR). Note that in this policy, all the transmissions are secure since each user
either transmits in direct mode or it uses pure trusted relay nodes for cooperation.
Last policy which is considered in our simulations is the non-cooperative (NC)
policy in which all the users are just transmitting in direct mode. In this case, like
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Figure 4.5: The grid cell structure

STO-PTR policy all the transmissions are secure transmissions. However, the users
miss the opportunity to cooperate with relay nodes.
In our simulations, there are 12 users (N = 12) each equipped with one transceiver
tuned on a separate orthogonal channel with the bandwidth of W = lOOKHz. We
also considered 8 relay nodes (R = 8) in the system with fixed locations. All the
nodes (users and relay nodes) are located in a grid cell structure with the size of
11 x 11 ([—5 5] x [—5 5]). The access point is located at the origin (0,0). Figure 4.5
shows the cell structure used in the simulations.
The users are represented by black dots, the relay nodes by white circles and the
access point is shown by a square in the middle. The users are initially distributed
randomly on the grid but they can move with equal probabilities to the possible
directions north, south, east and west at the beginning of each time slot. We do not
allow a user to move to (0,0) since the distance between the user and access point
will be zero. We assume that relay 1 to 8 are located on (2,0), (2,2), (0,2), (—2,2),
(-2,0), ( - 2 , - 2 ) , (0,-2) and ( 2 , - 2 ) , respectively.
All the users and relay nodes transmit with the same level of power P. We will
set p ^ = 20dB. The parameters HltJ{t),Vi £ Af\J1iyj
e K\JD represent the
effect of both location of users and relays as well as the shadowing and fading effects.
Therefore, they can be written as

H»® = V ^
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where dhJ is the distance between nodes i and j and § is the path loss exponent
which is chosen to be 6 in our simulations. The parameters /i t J (t) denotes the effects
of shadowing, fading, etc. at time slot t and are modelled as i.i.d. multinomial random
processes which takes the values {0.05,0.1,0.2,0.5} with equal probabilities of 0.25.
With the above setting, the channel state information CSI(t) evolves according to a
finite state Markov chain. The arrival processes to all the queues at each time slot
are assumed to follow a Poisson distribution and packet length is set to 1024 bits.
We considered four cases for which we plot the average total queue occupancy
versus arrival rate.
In the first case we simulated a symmetric system in which the arrival rates to
all the users are the same. Figure 4.6 illustrate the average total queue occupancy
versus arrival rate. In the second case, we consider an asymmetric system in which we
assume that the packet arrival rate to each user is proportional to its index. Therefore,
if user 1 has arrival rate A, user i > 1 has arrival rate ^ x A. We also assume that
users 9,10,11 and 12 are moving just on the border of the cell during the simulation.
Figure 4.8 reflects the average total queue occupancy versus the arrival rate of user
1 (who has the smallest rate among all users). In both cases we assume that four of
the relay nodes are trusted relays with trust values of 1, i.e., Tnt1. = 1 Vn £ M and for
r = 2,4,6,8. For other relay nodes, we assume that T ni i = 0.8, Tn>3 = 0.6, Tn^ = 0.4
and TnJ = 0.2 Vn G M.
In the third and the forth cases, we study the effect of trust values on the performance of each policy. Specifically, we consider two cases: a highly non-secure
system with Tn>r = 0.2 Vn € H and Vr G 1Z and a relatively secure system with
Tn>r = 0.8 Vn G M and Vr € K.
As we can observe from the figures, the stability region of STO policy is larger
than all other policies in all the cases. In other words, the stable throughput region of
the STO policy that we proposed is larger than other sub-optimal policies considered
in the simulations. The reason to this fact is that STO considers the queue length
process as well as trust values and channel conditions in the optimization P . In fact,
STO not only tries to maximize the service rate provided to the queue (by considering
wntd and Tntr), but also it tries to balance the queues by multiplying those weights to
the queue lengths and giving more resources to the users with very large backlogs.
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Figure 4.6: Average queue occupancy versus arrival rate in case 1
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Figure 4.8: Average queue occupancy versus arrival rate in case 3
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Figure 4.9: Average queue occupancy versus arrival rate in case 4
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We can observe that NC policy is always performing worse than other policies and
the reason to this fact is that NC policy does not have the advantage of cooperation
with relay nodes. In fact, cooperation can lead to significant improvement in the
achievable rates and therefore can provide higher service rate for the queues.
As we compare the results in Figure 4.6 and 4.7, we can see that when the system
is asymmetric the policy STO-PTR performs better than SITO. The reason is that
in the asymmetric system, users with higher index have higher arrival rates as well as
worse channel conditions and this results in higher backlog in those users. Therefore,
balancing the queues would be very important to achieve higher stability region.
Although STO-PTR removes relay nodes 2,4,6 and 8 from the list of its relay nodes,
its achieves higher stable throughput region with respect to SITO where queue length
is not considered in relay selection decisions.
In Figures 4.8 and 4.9 we can see that two policies NC and STO-PTR perform
the same. The reason to this fact is that in cases 3 and 4 of our simulations, all
the relay nodes are malicious with positive probabilities and therefore in both cases
there is no cooperative relaying. We also observe that as the trust values of the
relays decrease, performance of all the policies that consider trust values in their
relay selection decisions (STO,SITO,STO-PTR) and NC get closer to each other. In
the extreme case where all the relay nodes are malicious with probability one, all
these policies perform like NC policy. For trust value of 0.2 which was considered
in our simulation, we see that the proposed policy STO performs better than all the
policies and has larger stable throughput region. As the trust values get larger, the
systems tends to more secure system and STO and NSTO performances get closer
and are better than other policies specially NC and STO-PTR.

4.4

Summary

In this chapter, we introduced a throughput optimal relay selection policy for multiuser cooperative wireless networks. The proposed policy can stabilize the system
for all the arrival rate vectors strictly inside the network stability region. We used
Lyapunov stability analysis to prove the stability of the proposed method. We used
simulations to compare the performance of the proposed policy with some other suboptimal cooperative and non-cooperative policies in terms of average backlog or equivalently average queueing delay. From the simulations we observed that the proposed
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throughput optimal policy outperforms other policies and has larger stable throughput region.

Chapter 5

Conclusions and Future works
In this thesis, we reviewed the concept of trust and trust establishment in wireless
networks. The related works were reviewed. In Chapter 3, we proposed a trust establishment scheme for wireless cooperative networks based on the Bayesian trust
establishment framework. We considered a node as untrusted if it misuses the opportunity of the cooperation and does not forward the received packet when it is
expected to do. First, by an example we showed that the conventional Bayesian trust
establishment method is not able to estimate the relay nodes trust values precisely
as they are biased on the channel quality of links as well as the relay selection policy.
The proposed scheme tries to remove those biases to establish exact trust values for
relay nodes.
The model that we considered consisted of a single source node, a destination
node and a set of relay nodes. The relay nodes were assumed to be pure relay stations who do not inject traffic to the system. All nodes operate in half-duplex mode,
i.e., they cannot transmit and receive the information simultaneously. The transmission paradigm from source to destination was a two-phase widely used transmission
protocol in cooperative wireless networks. In the first phase of communication, source
broadcasts a data packet to all relay nodes using a fixed amount of power while the
relay nodes and destination are listening. In the second phase, one of the relay nodes
which has successfully received the packet will be selected to forward the packet to
the destination. The relay nodes were assumed to work in decode and forward mode.
The amount of power was assumed to be fixed and the same for all relay nodes and the
channels were assumed to be slow Rayleigh fading channels with additive white Gaussian noise. Based on the channel quality of the direct link from the source node to
destination, two cases were considered. In the first case, the channel quality between
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the source and the destination was assumed to be poor. Therefore, the destination
would not keep the received signal transmitted by source in the first phase for the
purpose of combining. In the second case, the direct link between the source and
the destination has an acceptable quality of channel. In contrast with the first case,
in the second case the destination always would keep the received signal in the first
phase of transmission to perform combining at the end of second phase. Other settings discussed above for the first case of the model was the same for the second case.
The employed relay selection policy is to select the best relay node in terms of the
available instantaneous channel state information of the system. Although a specific
policy was used in the analysis, the results extend to any policy with the property of
independence of relay selections from past and future relay selections. Note that the
proposed method does not impose additional communication overhead to the system
as it uses the available channel state information as well as relay selection decisions.
Through simulations, the effectiveness of our method was demonstrated. In the
simulations, in an experiment we also showed the result of applying the proposed
trust establishment method in a multi-user system using a different policy.
In the other part of this thesis, we devised an optimal relay selection policy in
a relaying system in the presence of malicious relay nodes. We first showed that
malicious behaviour of relay nodes may cause the stability region of the network to
shrink. This motivated us to propose a throughput optimal secure relay selection
policy which considers queue lengths, channel state and trust values associated to the
relay nodes. We proved that the proposed policy is throughput optimal, i.e., it can
stabilize the network for all the arrival rate vectors strictly inside the stability region.
Note that the trust values employed in the proposed policy are general trust values
which are real numbers from interval [0,1] representing how much reliable is the relay
node in cooperation with a specific user in terms of forwarding the received packets.
The trust values could be the output of any intrusion detection or anomaly detection
tool or trust establishment method.
In the studied model, there was a set of users, a set of relay nodes and a centralized
controller controlling the relay assignment process. Each user could transmit directly
to the destination or it could send its packets to the destination using the cooperation with a relay node according to a two phase cooperative protocol. Therefore,
at each time slot, the network controller addressed two questions about each user:
whether it should operate in the direct mode or cooperation mode; and if it has to
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cooperate, which relay node should be assigned to that user. The answers to these
two questions determine a relay selection policy. We investigated the optimal policy
for such a problem with the objective of maximizing the long run average throughput
of the system. As mentioned earlier, the proposed optimal policy performs its duty
based on the available information about the channel state of the system, trust values
corresponding to each relay node as well as the length of each user's queue. This optimal policy was further characterized as an integer programming problem. Then, we
showed that the optimal policy which we called it Secure Throughput Optimal (STO)
is equivalent to determination of a maximum matching in a weighted bipartite graph
at each time slot. Simulation was used to compare the performance of the proposed
policy with four other sub-optimal relay selection policies in terms of average queue
backlog or queueing delay and stability region. The other sub-optimal policies we
considered for the comparison in our simulations include the following.
• NSTO: Non-Secure Throughput Optimal relay selection policy which does not
consider the trust values when assigning the relay nodes to the users.
• SITO: Secure Instantaneous Throughput Optimal policy that does not consider
queue length process in its assignments but considers trust values. The objective
of this policy is to maximize the secure instantaneous throughput at each time
slot.
• STO-PTR: Secure Throughput Optimal with Pure Trusted Relays which removes the malicious relay nodes from the set of relay nodes. In other words,
the relay nodes whose trust value is less than 1 were not considered in the
allocation process.
• NC: Non-Cooperative policy in which all the users were only transmitting in
the direct mode without cooperation with any relay node.
In all the experiments, the stability region of STO policy is larger than all other
policies in all the cases. The reason to this fact is that the proposed policy considers
the queue length process as well as trust values and channel conditions in its optimization problem. In fact, this policy not only tries to maximize the service rate
provided to the queues, but also it tries to balance the queues by incorporating the
service rates and the queue lengths. Therefore, It gives more resources to the users
with very large backlogs.
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Note that the relay selection policy proposed in Chapter 4 is a centralized control
of relay assignment process in the network. Thus, in the future it will be worthwhile to
investigate for distributed versions of the proposed policy which imposes less communication overhead to the network. Another interesting issue is to consider the system
without the knowledge of trust values and instead estimate trust values adaptively as
the system is running. Estimating the trust values can be achieved by the proposed
trust establishment in Chapter 3. As the trust establishment speed is relatively high
we expect to see very similar results. Moreover to extend the simulation results we
can examine other channel models as well as mobility models.
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Appendix A

Simulation Programs
%This Function receives the arrival rate to the single user system with out combining
% pa, and N iterations as input and calculates the trust values of M relay Nnde with
window size w. This Function invokes SNR.m function and Produce.m function
function wo_comb_Tr(pa,N)
% gamal_avg=[10~5.2 10^4.9 10~5.4 10~5J; %Sample vector of SNRs between S and
r_ i in Low SNR regieme
% gama2_avg=[10~6 10~7 10~6.3 10~6.5]; %Sample vector of SNRs between r_i and
D in High SNR regieme
gamal_avg=[10~6 1(T7 1(T6.3 HT6.5]; %Sample vector of SNRs of the links High
SNR regieme
gama2_avg=[l(T6 HT7 1(T6.3 1(T6.5];
T=30; % Calculations are pefromed T times to be accurate
M=4; % Number of relays
w=50; % Window size
Frame=100; %Number of frames observed in an iteration
ts_avg=zeros(M,N); %Proposed trust values which will be averaged in T runs
tz_avg=zeros(M,N); %Conventional Bayesian trust values
for t = l : T
q=[0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4]; %Vector of Probabilities of maliciousness
% Initial Values
select=zeros(l,M); %Number of times in which the relay is selected in an iteration
N_g_rd=zeros(l,M); %Number of times in which the relay has acceptable quality of
channel to D
p_sel=0.5.*ones(l,M); %estimation of probability of a relay being selected
P_SNR_rd=0.5.*ones(l,M); %estimation Probability of having good quality channel
between relay to D
N_selection=0; %Number of times when relay selection is performed.
mal=zeros(l,M); %vector maliciousness of M relays
gama_Th=10~5.4; % Eb/N0=54 for bpsk ber=10~-6=>
que0=l; %Queue length at user side
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Threshold

SNR=54dB

%Proposed Trust parameters for the case with out combining
alpha_wo_p=ones(l,M);
beta_wo_p=ones(l,M);
%Connectivity
CR=zeros(l,M); % Connectivity vector of links between relays to D
gamaL=zeros(l,M); %SNR vector of links between source and relays
gamaR=zeros(l,M); %SNR vector of links between relays and D
%Conventional Bayesian Trust Parameters of Beta function
alpha_Bayes=ones( 1 ,M);
beta_Bayes=ones(l,M);
%Trusts
tz=zeros(M,N);
ts=zeros(M,N);
counter=zeros(l,M); %Times which relay has received a packet and has
%acceptable SNR to D and
sent=zeros(N,M); %Number of successful received packets at D
recv=zeros(N,M); %Number of packets received at relays
for j = l : N %Start of teration j
for i = l : Frame %Start of frame i
Broadcasted=0;
%slot 1 starts with calculating arrivals usemg Produce.m
a=produce(pa);
queO=queO+a;
if queO>0
CL=zeros(l,M); % Connectivities from S to relays
%calculating SNRs from S to relay k based on the
%gamal_avg using SNR.m
%Calculahng Number of received packets at relays
for k=l:M
gamaL (k)=SNR(gamal _ avg(k));
if gamaL(k)>gama_Th
CL(k)=l;
Broadcasted=l;
recv(j,k)=recv(j,k)+l;
end
end
%slot 2:
a=produce(pa);
queO=queO+a;
%If at least one relay recieved the signal selection is
%performed
if (Broadcasted==l),
queO=queO—1;
%Relay Selection:
CR=zeros(l,M);
%Determinmg the times when a relay has
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Unacceptable SNR from relay k to D
for k=l:M
mal(k)=produce(q(k)); % Maliciousness RV are produced with
parameter q(k)
gamaR(k)=SNR(gama2_avg(k));%SNR of the links from relay to D
is produced
if gamaR(k)>gama_Th %Compare to Threshold SNR
CR(k)=l; % connectivity
if CL(k)==l
counter(k)=counter(k)+l; %relay has received and has
acceptable SNR
end
N _ g _ r d ( k ) = N _ g _ r d ( k ) + l ; %Number related to relay having
%acceptable SNR to D
end
end
sel_set=gamaR.*CL;
[g,r]=max(sel_set); %Selectmg Relay With Best channel
ifCR(r)>0
select(r)=select(r)+l; % Number of times being selected
end
if (mal(r)==0)&&(CR(r)==l)
sent(j,r)=sent(j,r)+l; %Number received packets at D
end
N_selection=N_selection+l; %N of relay selections
end
end
end %A frame ends
%calculations proposes trust for Relays
P_SNR_rd=N_g_rd./N_selection; % Estimating the probability of having an
acceptable SNR from relay to D
if j>w %calculations of the trust using a sliding window
alpha_wo_p=alpha_wo_p+sent(j,:)— sent(j— w,:); %discards the number of
packets before the strat of sliding window
beta_wo_p=beta_wo_p+recv(j,:)—recv(j—w,:)— sent(j,:)+sent(j— W,:);
else
alpha_wo_p=alpha_wo_p+sent(j,:);
beta_wo_p=beta_wo_p+recv(j,:)—sent(j,:);
end
ts(:,j)=alpha_wo_p./(alpha_wo_p+beta_wo_p)./P_SNR_rd./p_sel; %
Proposed Trust Value
p_sel=select./(counter); %update Probability of being selected
ts_avg(:j)=ts_avg(:,j)+ts(:,j);
% Conventional Bayesian trust parameters are calculated and then updated
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alpha_Bayes=alpha_Bayes-fsent(j,:);
beta_Bayes=beta_Bayes+recv(j,:)— sent(j,:);
tz(:,j)=alpha_Bayes./(alpha_Bayes+beta_Bayes); %trusts are calculated
tz_avg(:,j)=tz_avg(:,j)+tz(:,j); %Sum of the trusts to be averaged
end %Iteration ends
end %Run T has been performed
%calculatmg the average trusts
ts_avg=ts_avg./T;
tz_avg=tz_avg./T;
end
% This Function, SNR.m generates exponential distributed random numbers
% with mean gama_ avg
function U=SNR(gama_avg)
u=unifrnd(0,l,l,l); % generation of a random number in [0,1]
U=expinv(u,gama_avg);
end %function end
% This function generates a number which is 1 with probability p
% and is 0 otherwise.
function y=produce(p)
u=unifrnd(0,1,1,1); % generation of a random number in [0,1]
if u < p
y=i;
else

y=o;
end
end
%This Function Receives the arrival rate to the user/users in the system with combining
% as input and calculates the trust values of M relay Node with respect to n users in N
iterations.
% It saves the 3 dimentional trust matrix as a result whose dimentwns are (user,relay,
iteration)
function comb_multi(pa,N)
g a m a l _ a v g = [ l ( r 6 1(T7 KT6.3;1(T6 HT7 l(T6.3;l(r6 10~7 10~6.3;1(T6 1(T7 1(T6.3];
%Sample vector of average SNRs between S and r_ i in High SNR regieme
gama2_avg=[10~6 10~7 KT6.3;1(T6 10~7 HT6.3;1(T6 1(T7 KT6.3;1(T6 1(T7 1(T6.3];
%Sample vector of average SNRs between r_ i and D in High SNR regieme
gama_d_avg=[l(T5 10~5 1(T5 10~5 10~%%Vector of average SNRs from users to D
U=4; %Number of users
M=3;%Number of relays
T=30; %Number of time the calculation are performed for accuracy
Prame=100; %Frame size
tco_avg=zeros(U,M,N);
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for t = l : T
tco=zeros(U,M,N);% Proposed trusts
q=[0.1 0.2 0.3;0.1 0.2 0.3;0.1 0.2 0.3;0.1 0.2 0.3]; %Mahcwus probability parameter
matrix
% estimation of probability of a relay being selected
p_sel=zeros(U,M);
%%% estimation Prob. of having good channel
p_co=zeros(U,M);
%how many times selection is peformed
que=ones(l,U);
mal=zeros(U,M);% maliciousness of relay M for user U
gama_Th=10~5.4;% Eb/N0=54 for bpsk ber=10~-6=> Threshold SNR=54 dB
%multi—user system trustparameters proposed mehthod
alpha_co=ones(U,M); %Cooperative channel SNR estimation parameters
beta_co=ones(U,M);
alpha_g_co=ones(U,M); %Channel estimation of links between user u and relay
beta_g_co=ones(U,M);
%
alpha_se_co=ones(U,M); Number of times a relay has been selected is estimated by
these parameters
beta_se_co=ones(U,M);
%connectwity
C_co=zeros(U,M); %Connectivity vector of links between relays to D
gamaL=zeros(U,M); %SNR vector of links between user n and relays
gamaR=zeros(U,M); %SNR vector of links between relays and D
gamaL=zeros(l,M); %Avg. SNR vector of links between source and relays
gamaR=zeros(l,M); %Avg. SNR vector of links between relays and D
gama_d=zeros(l,U); %Avg. SNR of user n to D
% Trusts
for j = l : N % iteration j starts
select=zeros(U,M); %Number of times in which the relay is selected in an iteration
est_co=zeros(U,M); %Number of time that cooperative channel has acceptable
SNR
counter=zeros(U,M); %Number of times in which the relay can be selected
N_selection=zeros(l,U); %N of observation in each iteration when at least a relay
receives the message
sent=zeros(U,M); %Number of successful received packets at D
recv=zeros(U,M); %Number of packets received at relays
for i=l:100 %FRAME START
%slot 1
Broad=zeros(l,U); %vanable mdicamg that at least a relay has received the
users signal
for u = l : U %for users compute
a(u)=produce(pa); %Amvel with mean pa

que(u) =que(u)+a(u);
if que(u)>0
CL(u,:)=zeros(l,M); %connectivity from user u to relay
for k=l:M
gamaL(u,k)=SNR(gamal_avg(u,k));%Generatmg SNRs from S to relay
k based on the
%gamal_avg using SNR.m
if gamaL(u,k)>=gama_Th % Channel between u and relay k is
acceptable
CL(u,k)=l;
Broad(u)=l;
recv(u,k)=recv(u,k)+l;% / / relay k has received message of user u
end
end
gama_d(u)=SNR(gama_d_avg(u)); %Generate SNR of the link u—D
%slot 2
a(u)=produce(pa); % Possible arrival
que(u)=que(u)+a(u);
if Broad(u)==l % If a relay has received
N_selection(u)=N_selection(u)+l;
%Relay Selection:
C_co(u,:)=zeros(l,M);
for k=l:M
%Mahciousness
mal(u,k)=produce(q(u,k));%Generatan(7 maliciousness RV of
with respect to user u)
gamaR(u,k)=SNR(gama2_avg(u,k));%SNR of the links from
D is produced
if gamaR(k)>gama_Th % Compare to Threshold SNR for
purpose of channel estimating
gama_co(u,k)=gamaR(u,k)+gama_d(u); %Cooperative

relay k
relay to
the
SNR

% Af received counter is increased
if gama_co(u,k)>=gama_Th
C_co(u,k)=l; %Acceptable cooperative channel beteen user u
and D
if CL(u,k)==l
% counter for relay selection p
counter(u,k)==counter(u,k)+l; % relay could be selected
end
est_co(u,k)=est_co(u,k)+l; %Number related to relay having
%acceptable SNR of cooperative channel
end
end
end
end
end
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%Relay Selection Based on Hungarian algorithm
sel_set=C_co.*CL;
[g,r]=Hungarian(—sel_set);
for m = l : M
for u=l:U
if g(u,m)>0 % of the relay is assigned to user u
select(u,m)=select(u,m)+l; %Counts the the number of times the
relay have been selecte
end
if (mal(u,m)==0)&&(g(u,m)==l)
sent(u,m)=sent(u,m)+l; % Counts transmitted packets by the relay
end
end
end
end
for m = l : M %relays
for u = l : U %users
p_sel(u,m)=alpha_se_co(u,m)/(alpha_se_co(u,m)+beta_se_co(u,m));%
Estimation of number of assignment of relay m to user u
p_co(u,m)=alpha_g_co(u,m)/(alpha_g_co(u,m)+beta_g_co(u,m));%
Channel estimation Parameters
end
end
tco(:,:,j)=alpha_co./(alpha_co+beta_co)./p_sel./p_co; %Proposed Trust Value
mam formula
alpha_g_co=alpha_g_co+est_co; %estimation of having acceptable cooperative
channel
for f=l:M
N_s(:,f)=N_selection; %Rearrange the matrix N selection in 3 dimentions
end
beta_g_co=beta_g_co+N_s—est_co;
alpha_co=alpha_co+sent; % Number of sent and received packets are updated
beta_co=beta_co+recv—sent;
p_sel=select./(counter); % update Probability of being selected
alpha_se_co=alpha_se_co+select; % Number of time a relay has been selected
in 100 frame
beta_se_co=beta_se_co+counter—select;
end %frame ends
Yoiteration ends
end
%calculatmg the average
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tco_avg=tco_avg./T; % the reult is a three dimentional matrix whose dimentions are
user,relay and iteration(j)
save tco_avg; %Saves the result
end
end
% This function provides us with the plot of average aggregated queue lengths of for five
% policies as follows. The mam calculations are performed in function f()
% which is invoked in this function.
%TR: Secure Throughput Optimal
%T0: Non—Secure Throughput Optimal
%iTO: Secure Instantaneous Throughput Optimal
%iso: Throughput Optimal with Pure Trusted Relays
%NC: Non—Cooperative
% Results are averaged for Repl replications.
function main
N=12; %number of users
K=8; % number of relays
repl=30; %run replications
%Tr=[.2*ones(l,12);.2*ones(l,12);.2*ones(l,12);.2*ones(l,12);.2*ones(l,12);.2*ones
(l,12);.2*ones(l,12);.2*ones(l,12)]';
Tr=[ones(l,12);ones(l,12);ones(l,12);ones(l,12);.8*ones(l,12);.6*ones(l,12);.4*ones(l,12)
;.2*ones(l,12)]';
for j=l:40 % Calculations are for 40 different arrivals
TO(j)=0 ;
iTO(j)=0;
NC(j)=0;
TR(j)=0;
iso(j)=0;
end
for j=l:repl
for i=l:40
%lambda f
t(i)=5*1.09~i;
[a,b,c,d,e]=f(N,K,t(i),rTr); %Average aggregated queue length for arrival t(i), and
trust Tr
TO(i)=a+TO(i);
iTO(i)=b+iTO(i); % Trust may be the out put of any trust establishment mthod
betweenfO, 1]
NC(i)=c+NC(i);
TR(i)=d+TR(i);
iso(i)=e+iso(i);
end
end
figure;
hold;
plot(t,TO/repl,'*-');
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plot(t,iTO/repl,'o-');
plot(t,NC/repl,'+-');
plot(t,TR/repl,'d-');
plot(t,iso/repl,'s—');
% figure;
% hold;
% plot(t,length_ on_ off, '*— ');
% plot(t,length2_ on_ off, 'o- ');
end
% This function provides us with the average aggregated queue lengths of for five
% policies as follows. The main calculations are performed in function f()
% which is invoked in this function.
%TR: Secure Throughput Optimal
%T0: Non—Secure Throughput Optimal
%iTO: Secure Instantaneous Throughput Optimal
%iso: Throughput Optimal with Pure Trusted Relays
%NC: Non—Cooperative
% It takes trust Tr, arrival rate p, Number of users N and number of relays K and gives
the average aggregated backlogs for five policies as mentioned
function [TO,iTO,NC,TR,iso]=f(N ) K,p,Tr)
SNR=1;
Q_TO=zeros(N,l);
Q_iTO=zeros(N,l); %queue backlog for five policies as defined
Q_NC=zeros(N,l);
Q_TR=zeros(N,l);
Q_iso=zeros(N,l);
time=5000;
x_rel(l,
x_rel(2,
x_rel(3,
x_rel(4,
x_rel(5,
x_rel(6,
x_rel(7,
x_rel(8,

)=[2,0]; %location of relays which is fixed
)=[2,2]; %dunng the simulation
)=[0,2];

H-2,2];
)=[-2,0];
H-2,-2];
)=[0-2];
)=[2,-2];

x=randint(N,2,[-5 5]);
% x(9,:)=randsrc(l,2,[-5
5J);
% x(10,:)=randsrc(l,2,[-5
5])
% x(ll,:)=randsrc(l,2,[-5
5])
% x(12,:)=randsrc(l,2,[-5
5])
for i=l:N
if (x(i,l)==0 && x(i,2)==0)
x(i,l)=x(i,l)+l;
end
end
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for t=l:time
x=position(x,5,N);
%channel
for i=l:N
for k = l : K + l
h(i,k)=channel;
end
end
for k=l:K
hr(k)=channel;
end
%rates
for i=l:N
rate(i,l)=floor((100e3*log2(l+h(i,l)^2*(SNR)*(l/(x(i,l)^2+x(i,2)^2)^3)))/1024);
for k=2:K+l
rate(i,k)=floor((100e3/2)*min(log2(l+h(i,k)^2*(SNR)*(l/((x(i,l)-x_rel(k
-l,l))-2+(x(i,2)-x_rel(k-l,2))-2)-3)),log2(l+h(i,l)^2*(SNR)*(l/((x(i,l)
"2+x(i,2)^2))^3)+hr(k-l)-2*(10*SNR)*(l/((x_rel(k-l,l)^2+x_rel(k-l,2)
-2))-3)) )/1024);
end
end
rate;
perm_TO=zeros(N,N+K);
perm_iTO=zeros(N,N+K);
perm_TR=zeros(N,N+K);
perm_iso=zeros(N,N+K);
for i=l:N
perm_TO(i,i)=-Q_TO(i)*rate(i,l);
perm_iTO(i,i)=—rate(i,l);
perm_TR(i,i)=-Q_TR(i)*rate(i,l);
perm_iso(i,i)=—Q_iso(i)*rate(i,l);
for k=(N+l):(K+N)
perm_TO(i,k)=-Q_TO(i)*rate(i,k-N+l);
perm_iTO(i,k)=-rate(i,k-N+l);
perm_TR(i,k)=-Q_TR(i)*rate(i,k-N+l)*Tr(i,k-N);
perm_iso(i,k)=—Q_iso(i)*rate(i,k—N+l)*floor(Tr(i,k—N));
end
end
[matching_TO,costl]=hungarian(perm_TO);
[matching_iTO,cost2]=hungarian(perm_iTO);
[matching_TR,cost3]=hungarian(perm_TR);
[matching_iso,cost3]=hungarian(perm_iso);
sum_TO=zeros(N);
sum_iTO=zeros(N);
sum_NC=zeros(N);
sum_TR=zeros(N);
sum_iso=zeros(N);
for i=l:N

sum_TO(i)=matching_TO(i,i)*rate(i,l)+sum_TO(i);
sum_iTO(i)=matching_iTO(i,i)*rate(i,l)+sum_iTO(i);
sum_NC(i)=rate(i,l)+sum_NC(i);
sum_TR(i)=matching_TR(i,i)*rate(i,l)+sum_TR(i);
sum_iso(i)=matching_iso(i,i)*rate(i,l)+sum_iso(i);
end
for i=l:N
for k=l:K
if rand<=Tr(i,k), trust=l;
else trust=0;
end
sum_TO(i)=matching_TO(i,k+N)*rate(i,k+l)*trust+sum_TO(i);
sum_iTO(i)=matching_iTO(i,k+N)*rate(i,k+l)*trust+sum_iTO(i);
sum_TR(i)=matching_TR(i,k+N)*rate(i,k+l)*trust+sum_TR(i);
sum_iso(i)=matching_iso(i,k+N)*rate(i,k+l)+sum_iso(i);
end
end
for i=l:N
Q_TO(i)=max(Q_TO(i)-sum_TO(i),0);
Q_iTO(i)=max(Q_iTO(i)-sum_iTO(i),0);
Q_NC(i)=max(Q_NC(i)-sum_NC(i),0);
Q_TR(i)=max(Q_TR(i)-sum_TR(i),0);
Q_iso(i)=max(Q_iso(i)—sum_iso(i),0);
end
for i=l:N % calculates arrivals for N users
a(i)=poissrnd(p); % generates a random number following a Poisson distribution
Q_TO(i)=Q_TO(i)+a(i); % for five policies as mentioned above
Q_iTO(i)=Q_iTO(i)+a(i);
Q_NC(i)=Q_NC(i)+a(i);
Q_TR(i)=Q_TR(i)+a(i);
Q_iso(i)=Q_iso(i)+a(i);
end
%Average aggregated backlog
if t = = t i m e / 2
queuesum_ TO=0;
queuesum_iTO=0;
queuesum_ NC=0;
queuesum_ TR=0;
queuesum_ iso=0;
end
if (t>=time/2) % Average of the queue lengths after a some time to let it converge
for i=l:N
queuesum_TO=Q_TO(i)+queuesum_TO;
queuesum_ iTO=Q _ iTO (i) +queuesum_ iTO;
queuesum_NC=Q_NC(i)+queuesum_NC;
queuesum_TR=Q_TR(i)+queuesum_TR;
queuesum_iso=Q_iso(i)+queuesum_iso;
end
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end
end
T0=queuesum_T0/(N*(time/2));
iTO=queuesum_iTO/ (N* (time/2));
NC=queuesum_NC/(N*(time/2));
TR=queuesum_TR/(N*(time/2));
iso=queuesum_iso/(N* (time/2));
%This Function gets the current two dimentional position x, Size of the grid 2M, and
number of time slots N. The out put is a vector of
%position with length N, forming a path on a Size of the Grid is 2M+1 * 2M+1
%we consider equal probability movement upward, downward, to left and right. The
resulting posit
function y=position(x,M,N)
y=x;
for i=l:N,
r=rand(l); % Generates a random number in [0,1]
if (x(i,l)==—M && x(i,2)==—M) % If on the buttom leftcorner, go right and left
equall prob. =0.5
if(r<= 1/2)
y(i,l)=x(i,l)+l; %go right
end
if ( r > l / 2 )
y(i,2)=x(i,2)+l; %go up
end
elseif ( x ( i , l ) = = - M && x(i,2)==M)
if(r<= 1/2)
y(i,l)=x(i,l)+l; % If on the top left corner, go right with prob. =0.5
end
if ( r > l / 2 )
y(i,2)=x(i,2)—1; % If on the top left corner, go down with prob.=0.5
end
elseif (x(i,l)==M && x(i,2)==M) % If on the top right corner, go left with prob
.=0.5
if(r<= 1/2)
y(i,l)=x(i,l)—1; % If on the top right corner, go down with prob. =0.5
end
if ( r > l / 2 ) % go down
y(i,2)=x(i,2)-l;
end
elseif (x(i,l)==M && x(i,2)==-M) % If on the buttom right corner,
end
if(r<= 1/2)
y ( i , l ) = x ( i , l ) - l ; % go left Prob=0.5
end
if ( r > l / 2 )
y(i,2)=x(i,2)+l; %go nght Prob.=0.5
end
end

if ( x ( i , l ) = = - M && x(i,2)~=-M && x(i,2)~=M) %if on the left border
if(r<= 1/3)
y(i,l)=x(i,l)+l; %equal probability movement 1/3 to up,dovjn,nght
end
if ( r > l / 3 && r<=2/3)
y(i,2)=x(i,2)+l;
end
if (r>2/3)
y(i,2)=x(i,2)-l;
end
elseif (x(i,l)==M && x(i,2)~=-M && x(i,2)~=M) %if on the right border
if(r<= 1/3)
y(i,l)=x(i,l)—1; %equal probability movement 1/3 to up,down,left
end
if ( r > l / 3 && r<=2/3)
y(i,2)=x(i,2)+l;
end
if (r>2/3)
y(i,2)=x(i,2)-l;
end
elseif (x(i,2)==M && x ( i , l ) ~ = - M && x(i,l)~=M) %if on the top border
if(r<= 1/3)
y(i,2)=x(i,2)—1; %equal probability movement 1/3 to nght,down,left
end
if ( r > l / 3 && r<=2/3)
y(i,l)=x(i,l)+l;
end
if (r>2/3)
y(i,l)=x(i,l)-l;
end
elseif (x(i,2)==-M && x ( i , l ) ~ = - M &&; x(i,l)~=M) %if on the buttom border
if(r<= 1/3)
y(i,2)=x(i,2)+l; %equal probability movement 1/3 to nght,up,left
end
if ( r > l / 3 && r<=2/3)
y(i,l)=x(i,l)+l;
end
if (r>2/3)
y(i,l)=x(i,l)-l;
end
end

if (x(i,l)==l && x(i,2)==0) %Preventing from going to the origin otherwise,
if(r<= 1/3)
y(i,l)=x(i,l)+l; %we have zero distance and infinite SNR in the simulation
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end
if ( r > l / 3 kk r<=2/3)
y(i,2)=x(i,2)+l;
end
if (r>2/3)
y(i,2)=x(i,2)-l;
end
elseif ( x ( i , l ) = = - l kk x(i,2)==0)
if(r<= 1/3)
y(i,l)=x(i,l)-l;
end
if ( r > l / 3 kk r<=2/3)
y(i,2)=x(i,2)+l;
end
if (r>2/3)
y(i,2)=x(i,2)-l;
end
elseif (x(i,l)==0 kk x(i,2)==l)
if(r<= 1/3)
y(i,2)=x(i,2)+l;
end
if ( r > l / 3 && r<=2/3)
y(i,l)=x(i,l)+l;
end
if (r>2/3)
y(i,l)=x(i,l)-l;
end
elseif (x(i,l)==0 kk x ( i , 2 ) = = - l )
if(r<= 1/3)
y(i,2)=x(i,2)-l;
end
if ( r > l / 3 kk r<=2/3)
y(i,l)=x(i,l)+l;
end
if (r>2/3)
y(i,l)=x(i,l)-i;
end
end
if(x(i,l)~=M kk x(i,l)~=-M kk x(i,2)~=M kk x(i,2)~=-M kk ~(x(i,l)==0
kk x(i,2)==-l) kk ~(x(i,l)==0 kk x(i,2)==l) kk ~(x(i,l)==-l & & x(i,2)
==0) kk ~(x(i,l)==l kk x(i,2)==0))
if(r<= 1/4)
y(i,2)=x(i,2)—\\% if not on the borders or next to origin go right or left or up
or down equiprobable
end
if ( r > l / 4 kk r<=2/4) %with Prob. 1/4 for each direction
y(i,2)=x(i,2)+l;
end
if (r>2/4 kk r<=3/4)
y(i,l)=x(i,l)+l;
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end
if (r>3/4)
y(i,l)=x(i,l)-l;
end
end
end %function ends
% This function Generates randomly one of the numbers 5,10,20,50 with equal
%probabihty
function y=channel()
r = r a n d ( l ) ; %a random number in [0,1]
if(r<= 1/4)
y=5.0;
end
if ( r > l / 4 && r<=2/4)
y=10.0;
end
if (r>2/4 && r<=3/4)
y=20.0;
end
if (r>3/4)
y=50.0;
end

